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Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p ) 3 of absolute toral rank 2, and T a 2-dimensional torus
in the semisimple p-envelope of L. It is proved that L is either classical or a Block
algebra or contains sandwich elements which are homogeneous with respect to T
or a conjugate to T. In addition, several dimension estimates are given. Q 1997
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During recent years the problem of classifying simple Lie algebras over
an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p ) 3 has shown remark-
w xable progress. As this problem has been solved for p ) 7 31 , we are now
interested in characteristics 5 and 7, while it seems too early to attack this
problem for characteristics 2 and 3.
For p ) 3, a version of the Recognition Theorem for filtered Lie
 .algebras has been announced Benkart]Gregory]Premet . The question of
whether or not a nilpotent section with respect to a torus acts triangulably
on the algebra has been answered and the Lie algebras having a Cartan
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w xsubalgebra of toral rank 1 are determined 20 . With this note we start an
investigation of semisimple Lie algebras of absolute toral rank 2.
Concerned with the restricted Burnside problem, A. I. Kostrikin in-
troduced the concept of sandwich elements in Lie algebras. Sandwich
elements describe important structural features of Lie algebras. As an
example the nonexistence of sandwich elements distinguishes classical Lie
w xalgebras from the others 19 . Surprizingly enough this concept has not
 .been seriously used in the p ) 7 -theory. The first author showed its
w ximportance for the small-characteristic-theory 20 . It is the content of this
note to clarify the question of the existence of homogeneous sandwich
elements in nonclassical semisimple Lie algebras of absolute toral rank 2
 .Theorem 8.5 . We introduce a new notion of a root being rigid and show
that the existence of a nonrigid root with respect to a 2-dimensional torus
T in the semisimple p-envelope of a simple Lie algebra L of absolute
toral rank 2 implies the existence of a T-invariant long filtration in L. We
start classifying simple Lie algebras without nonrigid roots. Apart from
w xthat we obtain some dimension estimates both in the spirit of 6 and
beyond.
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let L denote a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over an alge-
braically closed field F of characteristic p ) 3, and L the p-envelope ofp
 .L in Der L. Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in L and H [ C T .p L
Ä Ä .Since H [ C T is a Cartan subalgebra of L , H s H l L is a nilpotentL pp
subalgebra of L.
We say that a subalgebra A ; Der L acts triangulably on L or is
triangulable if A1. acts nilpotently on L. Given a T-invariant subalgebra
Q ; L we say that T is standard with respect to Q if the subalgebrap
 .  .C T s C T l Q is triangulable. Even if T is standard with respect toQ L p
L, a priori it is not clear that it is so with respect to L .p
Given a subalgebra A of L we denote by A the p-envelope of A inp
 .L . Given an F-space V, S g End V, and l g F let V S denote thep l
nilspace of S y l Id .V
w xThroughout this note we assume that dim T s 2. By 20, Theorem 1 ,
this ensures that L is isomorphic to the restricted Melikian algebra or
any torus of maximal dimension in L is standard with respect to L thep
w x.case p ) 7 is handled in 34, 25 . We always assume that T is standard
Äwith respect to L. As H is a restricted nilpotent subalgebra of L , T is thep
Äonly maximal torus of H and coincides with the set of semisimple ele-
Äments of H.
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Consider the root space decompositions of L and L relative to T :p
L s H [ L , g
U  .ggT _ 0
ÄL s H [ L .p g
U  .ggT _ 0
U Ä  .  .4Set G s g g T _ 0 ¬ L / 0 . We treat G as a set of functions on H byg
 .  w p x r . pyr  w x. 1.setting a h s a h cf. 25 . Since H acts nilpotently on L, each
g g G vanishes on H 1. and so may be viewed as a linear function on H. It
Ä  .is straightforward that, for any h g H, a h is the only eigenvalue of ad h
on L where a g G.a
Given F -independent a , b g G putp
H s h g H ¬ a h s 0 , 4 .a
w xK s x g L ¬ x , L ; H , 4a a ya a
b w xK s x g K ¬ x , K ; H l H , 4a a ya a b
b w xM s x g L ¬ x , L ; H , 4a a ya b
b b bN s x g M ¬ x , M ; H l H , 4a a ya a b
w xR s x g L ¬ x , L ; H l H . 4a a ya a b
The following hexagon illustrates the inclusions between the subspaces
defined above:
La
bM Ka a
bb KNa a
Ra
Let a , b g G be F -independent and setp
n b s dim K rK b.a a a
The Block]Wilson inequality  U n b F 2 holds for characteristic p ) 7ig F iap
w  .x6, 5.5 . However, it is much harder to prove this important inequality for
 4p g 5, 7 . This will be done in a forthcoming paper by use of the results of
this note.
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We also set
K a s H [ K , . a ia
UigFp
M a . s K a [ M a , .  g
gfF ap
ÄK a s H q K a , .  .
Ä a . a .M s H q M .
 .It is immediate from the Engel]Jacobson theorem that K a is a nilpo-
Ä .  .tent subalgebra of L. Moreover, K a is solvable and K a is an ideal of
Ä Ä a . .  w x.codimension F 1 in K a see 6, p. 167; 25 . Also M is a subalgebra
a . Ä a .of L and M is an ideal of codimension F 1 in M . Obviously, all
subspaces K , K b, M b, N b, R are T-invariant.a a a a a
LEMMA 1.1. Let a , b g G. Then
 .  .U1 L rK ( L rK ,ya ya a a
 . a  .U2 the subspace K rR can be embedded into L rK ,b b yb yb
 . a  a .U3 the subspace N rR can be embedded into L rM ,b b yb yb
 .  a .U a4 L rM ( L rM .yb yb b b
w xProof. The first two claims are proved in 6, 26 .
w a x w a x aSince N , L ; M , L ; H , the definition of N yields thatb yb b yb a b
a  a .there is a linear mapping N ª Hom L rM , H rH l H whoseb yb yb a a b
 .kernel coincides with R . This proves 3 .b
 .To prove 4 observe that if H / H , then the Lie multiplication in La
induces a nondegenerate pairing
L rM a = L rM a ª HrH ( F . .  .b b yb yb a
Hence in this case we are done. If H s H , then M a s L and M a sa b b yb
L , so the result follows as well.yb
A subalgebra Q ; L is called a 1-section of L with respect to T if there is
a g G such that
Q s H [ L . ia
UigFp
In this case we use the following notation:
w xQ s L a , Qrrad Q s L a . .
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LEMMA 1.2. Let g g G. One of the following occurs:
 . w x  .  .1.1 L g s 0 and L g is nilpotent.
 . w x  .  .2 L g ( sl 2 and rad L g is nilpotent.
 . w x  .  .3 L g ( W 1; 1 and rad L g is nilpotent.
 .  .2. w x  .  .4 H 2; 1 ; L g ; H 2; 1 and rad g is nilpotent.
 . w x In each of these cases rad L g is ad T-in¨ariant and L g is restrictable i.e.,
w x .admits a unique p -structure .
w  .  .  .Proof. The result is immediate from 6, 5.3 ; 25, 4.1 , 4.2 ; 20,
xProposition 1.2 .
w x  . w x  .If L g s 0 we call g sol¨ able; if L g ( sl 2 we call g classical; if
w x  .  .2. w x  .L g ( W 1; 1 we call g Witt; and if H 2; 1 ; L g ; H 2; 1 we call g
Hamiltonian. Accordingly, we call the 1-section sol¨ able, classical, Witt, or
Hamiltonian.
LEMMA 1.3. Let g g G. One of the following occurs:
 . U1 g is sol¨ able and K s L for all i g F ;ig ig p
 . U U2 g is classical and there is j g F such that, for i g F ,p p
dim L rK s 1 if i s "j and dim L rK s 0 if i / "j;ig ig ig ig
 . U U3 g is Witt and there is j g F such that, for i g F , dim L rK s 1p p ig ig
if i s "j and dim L rK s 0 if i / "j;ig ig
 . U4 g is Witt and dim L rK s 1 for all i g F ;ig ig p
 . U5 g is Hamiltonian and there is j g F such thatp
2 if i s "j,¡~1 if i s "2 j,dim L rK sig ig ¢0 if i / "j, " 2 j;
 . U6 g is Hamiltonian and dim L rK s 3 for all i g F .ig ig p
wProof. Lemma 1.3 is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.2 and 6,
xLemma 5.3.4 .
 .  .Using Lemma 1.3 1 it is not hard to see that L l rad L g ; K forig ig
all g g G and i g FU.p
w x w x.  .By Kreknin 15 , see also 6, Lemma 5.3.6 each L g contains a
 .unique subalgebra Q g of minimal codimension F 2 such that
 .  .  .  .4 w xQ g rrad Q g g 0 , sl 2 . In 6 this subalgebra is called the maximal
 .compositionally classical subalgebra of L g . We say that g g G is proper,
 .  .if Q g is T-invariant. If g is proper we call L g a proper 1-section.
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Solvable and classical roots are always proper since for such roots we have
 .  .  .Q g s L g . If g is Witt or Hamiltonian, then Q g is the preimage of
w xthe standard maximal subalgebra of the Cartan type Lie algebra L g . Any
w x maximal torus of a Witt 1-section L g is conjugate to Fxdrdx or F x q
. w x1 drdx. If g is Hamiltonian, then any maximal torus of L g is conjugate
 .  . .  w x.to F x ­ y x ­ of F x q 1 ­ y x ­ cf. 8, 9 . Thus if g is proper,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .then, up to conjugacy, T is mapped onto Fxdrdx or F x ­ y x ­ in the1 1 2 2
respective cases.
LEMMA 1.4. g g G is proper if and only if L s K for some i g FU orig ig p
if p s 5, g is Hamiltonian, and dim L rK s 1 for some i g FU.ig ig p
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the preceding remark.
w xFollowing 26 we put
2V s g , d g G ¬ H o H and L , L o H . . g d dqig ydqig . g 5
igFp
Given F -independent a , b g G such that n b / 0 we are now going top a
 . Ushow that a , j b g V for some j g F . Since dim T s 2, one has G ;p
F a [ F b.p p
LEMMA 1.5. Let a , b g G be F -independent. Thenp
 . b g1 n s n for all b , g g G_F a ;a a p
 .  . a2 if a , b g V, then L / M for some i g F ;bqia bqia p
 . b a3 if n / 0, then L / M for some g f F a ;a g g p
 . b  . U4 if n / 0, then a , j b g V for some j g F ;a p
 . b5 if n / 0 then T ; H . In particular, H, H , H are pairwisea p a b
different.
 .  .Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are immediate from the definitions.
 . w  .x3 Suppose the contrary. By Schue's lemma 6, 1.12 ,
L s L q L , L , g g d
X X
ggG g , dgG
where LX s G_F a . As L s M a for each g g GX, and M a . is a subalge-p g g
a .  .  .bra we obtain L s M . In particular, H s H and L a s K a . Let ta a
 .resp. t denote the toral derivation of L acting on L as theb iaqj b
 .homothety i Id resp., j Id . Clearly, T s Ft [ Ft . By our precedinga b
 .  .  .  .remark, C t s K a . We know that K a is nilpotent. Hence L a sL b
 . wK a is a Cartan subalgebra of L of toral rank 1. Therefore 20, Theorem
x1 applies to the simple Lie algebra L and the 1-dimensional torus Ft .b
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 .1. bHence K a acts nilpotently on L. The assumption n / 0, however,a
w x.means b K , K / 0, a contradiction.a ya
 .  . a4 According to 3 , L / M for some g f F a . Let g s ia q j b ,g g p
w x.  .j / 0. As j b K , K / 0, H o H . It follows that a , j b g V.a ya a j b
 .  .5 As a , j b g V one has H o H . Then H / H and H / H.a b a b b
w xAlso there is i g F such that L , L o H . Thus H / H.p j bqia y j bqia . a a
Choose x g H _ H , y g H _ H and denote by t , t the semisimpleb a a b 1 2
 .  .  .  .parts of x, y in H . Then a t / 0, b t s 0, b t / 0, a t s 0.p 1 1 2 2
Therefore T s Ft [ Ft ; H .1 2 p
 .Lemma 1.5 1 allows the following simplification of notations. Set for
F -independent a , b g Gp
n [ n b , n a [ n b . . a a ia
UigFp
In order to find some rough upper bounds for n and dim L rM b we usea a a
w  . xthe following lemma proved in 6, 5.5.1 ; 26, Lemma 2.4 . The assumption
``p ) 7'' which is present in these papers is inessential for its proof.
 .  .LEMMA 1.6. Let a , b g G. Let W / 0 be a K a -module such that
 .a H l H acts nilpotently on W,a b
 .  .b H s Fh [ H l H where h acts in¨ertibly on W.a a a b a
Then dim W G pm where m is the smallest natural number which exceeds
1 U 4   ..  .max n ¬ i g F . If W is a T q K a -module and n a ) 2, then dim Wia p2
G p2.
We apply Lemma 1.6 to deduce the following
 .COROLLARY 1.7. 1 If p ) 7, then n F 2.a
 .  42 If p g 5, 7 , then n F 4.a
 .  b .  43 dim L rM F 6 q r where r s max n ¬ g g G .a a g
Proof. We may assume that r / 0. Pick a g G with n s r. Lemma 1.5a
 .5 shows that no nonzero root vanishes on H. By Schue's Lemma
w xH s  L , L . Hence there is b g G _ F a such thatmg G _ F a m ym pp
w x. a aa L , L / 0. Put W [  L rM . Clearly, L / M andb yb ig F bqia bqia b bp
 . w x  .hence W / 0 . The argument used in the proof of 6 , 5.5.2 and Lemma
 . rr2 1.6 now apply to the K a -module W and yield the inequality p - p 6
.q r . For p ) 7 one derives from this inequality that r F 2, while for p g
 45, 7 this inequality forces r F 4.
Using the hexagon and Lemma 1.1 one readily observes that
dim L rM b F dim L rR s dim L rK q dim K rK b q dim K brR Fa a a a a a a a a a
 .2 dim L rK q r. To complete the proof of 3 it suffices now to applya a
Lemma 1.3.
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 .  a .  .COROLLARY 1.8. Let n a ) 2 and W s  L rM / 0 .ig F bqia bqiap
Ä 2 .  .1 Any composition factor of the K a -module W has dimension p .
Ä .  .2 If p s 7, then W is an irreducible K a -module.
Ä Ä .  .  .3 If p s 5 and W is reducible o¨er K a , then W has two K a -com-
position factors and n s 4 for some l g G.l
 . UProof. According to Lemma 1.5 4 there are k, l g F such thatp
 .  .ka , lb g V. Then H o H . The assumption on W entails that a , ba b
 .g V. By definition a , b q ia g V for each i g F . This implies thatp
a  4   ..dim L rM F 6 q r where r s max n ¬ g g G Corollary 1.7 3 .bqia bqia g
 .By Corollary 1.7 2 we have r F 4. This yields dim W F 10 p. Let V be a
Ä .composition factor of the K a -module W. Then Lemma 1.6 enforces
2 Ä .  w x.dim V G p . As K a is solvable, V has dimension a p-power see 23 . As
3 2  .p ) 10 p, dim V s p , proving 1 .
If p s 7, then 2 p2 ) 10 p whence V s W. If p s 5, let k denote the
Ä .number of composition factors of the K a -module W and assume k ) 1.
2  .Then kp F p 6 q r , whence k s 2, r s 4.
2. COINDUCED MODULES
Our next goal is to obtain a better estimate for n . Namely, we area
going to prove that n F 3. To obtain this estimate one has to undertake aa
rather detailed investigation of the structure of certain solvable Lie alge-
bras. For this purpose, it is convenient to realize such Lie algebras by
differential operators over appropriate divided power algebras. In this
section we collect some necessary facts from the theory of coinduced
w xmodules and related topics. All proofs can be found in 17, 22, 5, 23 .
 .Let L be a Lie algebra over F, U L the universal enveloping algebra
Ã  .of L , and L the universal p-envelope of L in U L . If L is restricted
 .let u L stand for the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L . Since
Ã .  .U L ( u L , any L-module can be treated as a restricted module over
ÃL .
Ã Ã .   .Let p be a restricted subalgebra of L . Set F L , p s Hom u L ,up .
Ã Ã Ã.  .  .  .  .F . The standard comultiplication D : u L ª u L m u L , D u s
 . u m u turns F L , p into a commutative associative F-algebrau. 1. 2.
whose multiplication is given by
Ãfg u s f u g u for all f , g g F L , p , u g u L . .  .  .  .  .  . 1. 2.
 .u
 .The Lie algebra L acts on F L , p by derivations as
ÃD. f u s f uD for all f g F L , p , D g L , u g u L . .  .  .  .  .
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Let L [ L l p , m [ dim LrL , and assume that m - `. Clearly, the0 0
Ãrestricted Lie algebra L can be viewed in a canonical way as a restricted0
Ãsubalgebra of L . There exists a unique system of continuous divided
powers on the maximal ideal
Ã Ãm L , L s f g F L , L ¬ f 1 s 0 , . .  . 50 0
Ã .and the algebra F L , L together with this additional structure is iso-0
 ..morphic to the topological divided power algebra A m . The above
Ã .action of L on F L , L preserves this divided power structure, i.e., L0
Ã .acts on the topological divided power algebra F L , L by continuous0
Ãspecial derivations. Now suppose that n [ dim Lrp is finite. Then the
 .F-algebra F L , p is isomorphic to the ring of truncated polynomials
 .A n; 1 . It is necessary to specify this isomorphism by introducing the
 .additional divided power structure on F L , p .
 .Let A r ; s denote the divided power algebra corresponding to the tuple
 .   a. si 4.s s s , . . . , s it is spanned by the set x ¬ 0 F a F p y 1, 1 F i F r .1 r i
 .  .  w xLet W r ; s be the Lie algebra of all special derivations of A r ; s see 30
Ã.  .  .for more details . We identify U L and u L . It is immediate from
Ã p iJacobson's formula that L s  L . Set E s L and, for i ) 0, defineiG 0 0 0
E s x g L ¬ x p i g p q L q ??? qL p iy1 . 4i
Ã p nq 1Since dim Lrp s n - `, for any x g L , the elements x, . . . , x are
linearly dependent modulo p. We obtain a flag of vector spaces
E p : L s E ; E ; ??? ; E s L . . 0 0 1 n
Let k s dim E rE , 1 F i F n, and seti i iy1
n s 1, . . . , 1 , 2, . . . , 2 , . . . , n , . . . , n . /^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _
k k k1 2 n
 .Since k s m s dim LrL l p , then n s n , . . . , n where 1 F n Fi 1 m 1
??? F n F n. There exists a continuous isomorphism of divided powerm
Ã .  ..  .  .algebras w : F L , L ª A m which maps F L , p onto A m; n . AsÄ0
Ã .L acts on F L , L via continuous special derivations, w induces a0
 .representation h : L ª W m; n . It turns out that the image of h is a
 .   .  .  ..transitive subalgebra of W m; n i.e., h L q W m; n s W m; n and0.
ker h coincides with the maximal ideal of L contained in L .0
Next we consider representations of L , first assuming that L is
solvable. Let V be an irreducible L-module of finite dimension. There
Ã Ãexist a restricted subalgebra a ; L of finite codimension in L and a
U  1..  p.  . plinear function l g a satisfying l a s 0 and l x s l x for all
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x g a such that
ÃV ( Hom u L , F , . .ua . l
 .where F s F and x ? 1 s l x 1 for each x g a.l
Ã .  .   . .  .Put F L , a s coind F , Hom u L , F s coind F . By the uni-ua . l l
versal property of coinduced modules, the natural a-module homomor-
phism F m F ª F gives rise to an L-module homomorphisml l
coind F m coind F ª coind F , f m g ¬ fg . .  .  .l l
 .Explicitly, fg s f m g (D. One can check that
D fg s Df g q f Dg 1 .  .  .  .
f f g s f f g 2 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .for all f , f , f g coind F , g g coind F , and D g L . Thus the commuta-1 2 l
 .  .  .tive ring coind F acts on coind F . Relative to this action, coind F is al l
free module of rank 1. Moreover,
coind F s coind F ? ¨ 3 .  .  .l
 .  .for any ¨ g coind F satisfying ¨ 1 / 0. Observe that l is defined inl
such a way that one may consider it as an algebra homomorphism from
Ã .  .  .u a to F. Since u L is a free u a -module one may extend l to a
Ã .  .u a -module homomorphism from u L to F. After such identification we
may take ¨ s l.
 .Let L [ L l a , s s dim LrL , and r s r , . . . , r the s-tuple at-0. 0. 1 s
 .tached to the flag E a . Let w and h denote the above mentioned
isomorphisms
w : F L , a ª A s ; r , h : L ª W s ; r . .  .  .Ä
 .  .Observe that A s; r acts on coind F by ordinary multiplicationl
a f ? ¨ s wy1 a f ? ¨ for all a g A s ; r , f g coind F . 4 .  .  .  .  . .
 .   ..  .Also W s; r ¨ Der coind F acts on coind F by derivations stabilizingl
¨ :
D f ? ¨ s D f ? ¨ for all D g W s ; r , f g coind F . 5 .  .  .  .  .
Let
W s ; r [ W s ; r i A s ; r , .  .  .
 .  .where we regard A s; r as an abelian ideal of W s; r . We have obtained
a faithful representation
r : W s ; r ª gl V . .  .
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 .  .It follows from 3 that, for any D g L , there is a unique f g A r ; sD
satisfying
D ? ¨ s wy1 f ? ¨ . .D
 .   . .By 1 , the rule D ¬ h D , f , where D g L , defines a homomorphismD
p : L ª W s ; r , p D s h D , f . .  .  . .D
The composition r (p can be identified with the initial representation
 .L ª gl V .
 .  .  .Let pr resp., pr denote the canonical projection W s; r ª W s; r1 2
  .  ..resp., W s; r ª A s; r . Summarizing we obtain
LEMMA 2.1. Let L be sol¨ able, I a nilpotent ideal of L , and t an
irreducible representation of L in a finite dimensional ¨ector space V. There
Ãexist a restricted subalgebra a of finite codimension in L , an s-tuple r s
Ã .   . . wr , . . . , r , and a linear function l g Hom u L , F satisfying l a ,1 s F
p p Ãx.  .  .  .  .  .  .a s 0, l x s l x , and l xu s l x l u for each x g a , u g u L
such that
Ã .   . .  .1 V ( Hom u L , F ( A s; r ? l,ua . l
 .  .   ..2 t L is a subalgebra of r W s; r ,
 .  .   . .  .  .  .3 t L l a ; r W s; r where W s; r s W s; r i A s; r ,0. 0. 0.
 .  y1 . .  .4 pr ( r (t L is a transiti¨ e subalgebra of W s; r ,1
 .  y1 . .  .5 pr ( r (t I acts nilpotently on A s; r ? l.1
 .  .  ..Proof. It remains to prove 5 . Let G s r ( pr W s; r where i si i
 .1, 2. Let G be the p-envelope of G in gl V . By construction of r, Gi i 1
 .  .annihilates ¨ in formula 5 and G s G . This implies that G l G s 0 .2 2 1 2
  ..  .By Jacobson's formula, the p-envelope of r W s; r in gl V coincides
with G [ G .1 2
Let x g I. As I is a nilpotent ideal of L , there is e g N such that
p e Ã p e .  .x g C L . Hence t x acts on V as a scalar operator. On the other
e ep p .  .hand, t x g G [ G yielding t x g G .1 2 2
 y1 . .Let y s pr ( r (t x , i s 1, 2. By Jacobson's formulai i
e p e ep p
t x s r y q r y s r y q z .  .  .  . .1 2 1
 . p efor some z g G . This yields r y s 0. Now it is immediate from the2 1
 .construction of r and w that y acts nilpotently on A s; r ? l. This1
completes the proof of the lemma.
The constructions and results which we have explicitly presented here
for solvable Lie algebras, can be extended to arbitrary finite dimensional
Lie algebras. A proof of the following theorem which goes back to
. w xBlattner, Dixmier, Block, and Strade can be found in 5 .
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THEOREM 2.2. Let L be a Lie algebra, I an ideal of L , and r a finite
dimensional faithful irreducible representation of L in a ¨ector space V o¨er
F. Then, for e¨ery maximal I-submodule V of V, there is a I-submodule W of0
V such that, setting
Ãa [ D g L ¬ D.W ; W , s [ dim LrL l a , 4
r the s-tuple attached to the flag E a , .
the following assertions are true:
 .1 VrW ( [ VrV , t G 1, as I-modules,0t times
 .  .  .2 V ( VrW m A s; r as ¨ector spaces,
 .3 VrW is an irreducible a-module,
 .  .   ..   .  ..4 r L ; F Id m W s; r i gl VrW m A s; r ,V r W
 .  .  .   . .   .  ..5 r I ; r a ; F Id m W s; r i gl VrW m A s; r ,V r W 0.
 .  . .  .6 pr ( r L is a transiti¨ e subalgebra of W s; r .1
 .3. TRANSITIVE SUBALGEBRAS OF W s; 1
 .Let m denote the unique maximal ideal of A s; 1 . Elements x , . . . ,s 1
 .x g m generate A s; 1 as an algebra if and only if they are linearlys s
2  .  . independent mod m . For each f g A s; 1 there exists f 0 g F thes
.  .  .   ..constant term of f such that f y f 0 g m . Let G s [ Aut A s; 1 . Bys
w x  . 10 , each automorphism of the Lie algebra W s; 1 is standard i.e., is
 ..  .  . .induced by an element of m s . Clearly, G s preserves m and s f 0s
 .  .  .s f 0 for all s g G s . Each s g G s is uniquely determined by its
 .  .values s x , . . . , s x on any generating set x , . . . , x g m . On the1 s 1 s s
 . other hand, any s-tuple h , . . . , h , with h g m satisfying det ­ h r1 s i s i
.  .  .­ x f m defines an element s g G s by setting s x s h , i F s.j s i i
 .Fix a generating set x , . . . , x g m of A s; 1 and define, for m F s,1 s s
m m
w xb m s Fx ­ q F x , . . . , x ­ . .  i i 1 iy1 i
is1 is1
 .  .  .It is easy to see that b m acts triangulably on A s; 1 . Clearly, b m is a
m w x  .transitive subalgebra of  F x , . . . , x ­ ( W m; 1 .is1 1 m i
 .  s .We mention that A s; r ( A  r ; 1 as algebras. The correspondingis1 i
 .  s .embedding w : W s; r ¨ W  r ; 1 yields a subalgebra which is nois1 i
 .longer transitive if r / 1. However, if g is a subalgebra of W s; r such
 . that A s; r is g-simple in particular, if g is a transitive subalgebra of
 ..  s .  .  .W s; r , then A  r ; 1 is still w g -simple. Now suppose that A s; 1 isis1 i
 .  .g-simple and let B be a g-invariant subalgebra of A s; 1 . If I / 0 is a
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 .g-invariant ideal of B, then IA s; 1 is a nonzero g-invariant ideal of
 .  .A s; 1 . Hence it coincides with A s, 1 proving that I contains invertible
 .elements of A s; 1 . So I s B and B is g-simple itself.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let g be a subalgebra of W s; r which is closed under pth
 .  .powers in Der A s; r . Assume that A s; r is g-simple. Then r s 1 and g is
 .a transiti¨ e subalgebra of W s; 1 .
 .  .Proof. The Lie algebra W s; r carries a natural A s; r -module struc-
 .  .  .  .ture via f , D ¬ fD where f g A s; r and D g W s; r . Since A s; r is
 .  .g-simple, the Lie algebra g [ A s; r g is a TI-distribution over A s; r inÄ
w xthe terminology of 16 .
s w xLet n s  r . According to 16, Proposition 3.4 , there is a tupleis1 i
 . kd s d , . . . , d satisfying  d s n and an algebra isomorphism1 k is1 i
 .  .. y1  .c : A s; r ª A k; d such that c (g(c s W k; d . ThereforeÄ
y1  .c (g(c contains elements D q E , 1 F i F k, where E g W k; d .i i i 0.
As g is by assumption closed under associative p-powers then c (g(cy1
 .contains the pth powers of these elements. Note that W k; d is closed0.
 . w x  .under pth powers in Der A k; d 32 . Thus if some d ) 1 then W k; di
p  .would contain an element D q l , with l g W k; d , which is not true.i i i
 .  .Thus d s 1 for all i and g ( W n; 1 . On the other hand, g ; W s; r .Ä Äi
Counting dimensions gives s s n and r s 1. The result follows.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let g be a subalgebra of W s; 1 such that
 .  .a A s; 1 is g-simple.
 . 1.  .b g acts nilpotently on A s; 1 .
 .  .Let T be a torus of W s; 1 contained in g. There exists s g G s such that
 . y1  .i s (g(s ; b s ,
 . y1 s  .  4ii s (T (s ;  F x q d ­ , for some d g 0, 1 .is1 i i i i
 .Proof. We may assume that g is a restricted subalgebra of W s; 1 .
Suppose inductively that for r - s we have constructed x , . . . , x g m1 r s
 2 . Ulinearly independent mod m , linear forms l , . . . , l g g , linear map-s 1 r
 w x.  4pings f , . . . , f g Hom g , F x , . . . , x , and d , . . . , d g 0, 1 such1 r 1 ry1 1 r
that
g x s l g x q f g .  .  .i i i i
t x s l t x q d .  .  .i i i i
for all g g g , t g T , i s 1, . . . , r. For r s 0 this is a void assumption.
 .Since g acts triangulably on A s; 1 and by induction hypothesis stabi-
w x  . w xlizes F x , . . . , x , g has a common eigenvector in A s; 1 rF x , . . . , x .1 r 1 r
Thus there is
w xf g A s ; 1 , f f F x , . . . , x . 1 r
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such that
g f s m g f q w g .  .  .
U  . w xfor some m g g , w g g F x , . . . , x . Moreover, since T acts semisimply1 r
 . w xon A s; 1 and stabilizes F x , . . . , x we may take f as an eigenvector for1 r
 .  .  .  4T. So we may assume that t f s m t f for any t g T and f 0 g 0, 1 .
Let B denote the algebra generated by x , . . . , x and f. Clearly B is1 r
g-invariant. According to the remark preceding Lemma 3.1, B is g-simple.
w xMoreover, F x , . . . , x is properly contained in B. Hence by Block's1 r
w x  .theorem 4 , B ( A k; 1 for some k ) r. Let m and m be ther B
respective maximal ideals. As m and m are nilpotent, it is clear thatr B
w xm s m l F x , . . . , x . In addition,r B 1 r
dim m rm 2 s r - k s dim m rm 2 .r r B B
2 w x 2 w xWe have f f m q F x , . . . , x for otherwise B s m q F x , . . . , xB 1 r B 1 r
2  .whence m s m q m , a contradiction. Thus x , . . . , x , f y f 0 g mB B r 1 r B
 2 .are linearly independent mod m . Now g acts on B and so can beB
 .considered as a restricted subalgebra of Der B ( W k; 1 . As B is g-sim-
ple, Lemma 3.1 shows that g is a transitive subalgebra of Der B.
 .  2 .We claim that x , . . . , x , f y f 0 are linearly independent mod m .1 r s
Otherwise there is a nontrivial linear combination y s a x q b f yi i
 .. 2 2f 0 g m . Note that y f m . Since g acts transitively on B, there iss B
 .  .  2 .D g g such that D y is invertible. However, D y g D m ; m , as s
contradiction. This accomplishes the induction step.
 .  .  .The Lie algebra W s; 1 s W s; 1 i A s; 1 carries a natural restricted
Lie algebra structure
pw p x p w p xD s D , f s f 0 for all D g W s ; 1 , f g A s ; 1 . .  .  .
 .   ..Note that there is a natural embedding of G s into Aut W s; 1 given by
s D q f [ s ( D(sy1 q s f for all D g W s ; 1 , f g A s ; 1 . .  .  .  .Ä
 .We are now going to determine the maximal tori in W s; 1 .
 .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let T be a maximal torus in W s; 1 . Then T [ pr T is1
 .a maximal torus in W s; 1 and there exists f g m such thats
exp ad f T s T [ F1. .  . .
 .  .Proof. Clearly, pr : W s; 1 ª W s; 1 is a restricted Lie algebra epi-1
 . Xmorphism. Hence T is a torus in W s; 1 . Let inductively T ; T be a
X  X. Xproper subtorus of T satisfying T ; pr T q F1. Let t g T _ T be a1
toral element. One has
t s tX q w t , where tX s pr t , w t s pr t g A s ; 1 . .  .  .  .  .1 2
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As t is toral,
ppy1Xw t s ad t w t q w t . .  .  .  . .
 X . py2  ..  . w  X.Take f g m such that f ' ad t w t mod F1 . Since pr T ,s 1
X x  . w  X. X x w X x  . w  X.  .x  . w  X.t s 0 , pr T , t s F1, t s 0 , pr T , w t s 0 then pr T ,2 2 1
 .x  .   X.. .  .2w t s 0 . This means that pr T f s 0. Recall that ad f s 0 and1
 .  .therefore t [ exp ad f s Id q ad f is an automorphism of W s; 1 . By
construction,
py1X X X Xt t s t y t f s t q w t y ad t w t s t q b 1, .  .  .  .  . .
 . X Y X  .where b g F. Similarly, t x s x for any x g T . Put T s T [ Ft t .
Y  Y . Y XThen T ; pr T q F1 and dim T ) dim T . Inductively it follows that1
there exist f , . . . , f g m such that1 r s
r
exp ad f T ; pr T q F1. .  .  . . i 1
is1
 .To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to note that pr T [ F11
r r .  .   ..is a torus of W s; 1 and  exp ad f s exp ad  f .is1 i is1 i
 .  .  .  .Let B s s b s i A s; 1 . This is a restricted subalgebra of W s; 1 .
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 and
Theorem 3.2.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.4. Let T be a torus of B s . There are s g G s and
 . y1  .   . . . s f g m such that s (b s (s s b s and exp ad f (s T ;  F xÄs is1 i
.  4q d ­ [ F1 for some d g 0, 1 .i i i
4. AN UPPER BOUND FOR na
In this section we specialize the results obtained in Section 3 to the case
s s 2.
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T be a 1-dimensional torus in B 2 .
 .  .  . y1  .1 There exist s g G 2 and f g m such that s (b 2 (s s b 22
and either
exp ad f (s T s F x q d ­ q n x q d ­ q l1 .  .  .  . .  .Ä 1 1 1 2 2 2
or
exp ad f (s T s F x q d ­ q l1 .  .  . .  .Ä 2 2 2
 4for some d , d g 0, 1 , l g F, n g F .1 2 p
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 .  .  .  .2 Put d [ x q d ­ q n x q d ­ q l1, d [ x q d ­1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .q l1. Let B d denote the eigenspace of d in B 2 corresponding to thek i i
eigen¨alue k g F , i s 1, 2. Thenp
 .  .  .nqk  . ia B d s F x q d ­ q  F x q d x qk 1 1 1 2 iqn jsk mod p. 1 1 2
. j  4d unless k g 0, y1 ;2
 .  .  .ny1 b B d s F­ q F x q d ­ q  F x qy1 1 1 1 1 2 iqn jsy1 mod p. 1
. i . jd x q d ;1 2 2
 .  . py1 i .k  4c B d s  Fx x q d unless k g 0, y1 ;k 2 is0 1 2 2
 .  . py1 i py1 i . py1d B d s  Fx ­ q  Fx x q d .y1 2 is0 1 2 is0 1 2 2
 .  .Proof. Part 1 is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.4. Part 2 can be
obtained by direct computation.
 .  .Let W s; r be the jth component of the standard filtration of W s; r . j.
For k g FU and any toral element d g B , setp
 .1XB d [ x g B d ¬ x , B d ; W 2; 1 l b 2 q m , .  .  .  . . 5 .0k k yk 2
n d [ dim B d rBX d . .  .  .k k k
To simplify notations arrange
B [ B d , BX [ BX d , n s n d . .  .  .k k k k k k
 4  .  .Observe that d g d , d preserves b 2 as well as B s b [ A 2; 11 2 k k k
 .  .  . Uwhere b s B l b 2 , A 2; 1 s B l A 2; 1 , and k g F .k k k k p
U  4PROPOSITION 4.2. For k g F , d g d , d , the inequalityp 1 2
n F dim b r b l W 2; 1 q dim b r b l W 2; 1 F 3 .  . .  . .  . .  .1 0k k k yk yk
 4holds. If n s 3, then d s d , d s 1, and k g "1 .k 1 1
Proof. By definition,
b l W 2; 1 [ BX l A 2; 1 ; BX . .  . . . .1k k k
Therefore,
n s dim B rBX F dim B r b l W 2; 1 [ BX l A 2; 1 .  . . . . .1k k k k k k
s dim b r b l W 2; 1 q dim A 2; 1 r BX l A 2; 1 . .  .  . . .  . . .1k k kk
In order to get an upper bound for the second summand we consider the
pairing
C : A 2; 1 = b ª A 2; 1 rm ( F .  .k yk 2k
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 .defined by the Lie multiplication in B 2 . Observe that
C A 2; 1 , b l W 2; 1 s 0 . .  . . .0k ykk
and
BX l A 2; 1 s x g A 2; 1 ¬ C x , b s 0 . 4 .  . .  .k k ykk
This yields
dim A 2; 1 r BX l A 2; 1 F dim b r b l W 2; 1 . .  .  . .  . .0k yk ykk
So we have obtained that
n F dim b r b l W 2; 1 q dim b r b l W 2; 1 . .  . .  . .  . .  .1 0k k k yk yk
 4If d s d or d s d and k f "1 , it is immediate from Proposition 4.12 1
that
dim b r b l W 2; 1 q dim b r b l W 2; 1 F 2. .  . .  . .  . .  .1 0k k yk yk
 4Let now d s d and k g "1 . Suppose that d s 0. By Proposition 4.1,1 1
b s Fxnq1­ , b s F­ [ Fxny1­ .1 1 2 y1 1 1 2
 4  .  4 ny1If n f y1, 0 , then b ; W 2; 1 . If n g y1, 0 , then x ­ g1 1. 1 2
 .W 2; 1 . So in either case1.
dim b r b l W 2; 1 q dim b r b l W 2; 1 F 2. .  . .  . .  . .  .1 0k k yk yk
To finish the proof of the proposition it suffices now to note that, for
d s d , d s 1,1 1
dim b q dim b s 3.y1 1
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. 1 n F 3.a
 .  4 w x2 If n s 3, then n F 2 for i f y1, 0, 1 . Moreo¨er, K , Ka ia a a
contains nonnilpotent elements of L .p
 .Proof. Suppose that n G 3 for some a g G. By Lemma 1.5 4 there isa
 .  .b g G such that a , b g V. Let t resp. t denote the toral derivationa b
 .in T acting on L by multiplying each vector by i resp. by j .iaqj b
 a .Set W s  L rM and let V be a composition factor of theig F bqia bqiap
Ä 2 Ä .  .K a -module W. By Corollary 1.8, dim V s p . As the action of K a on
V is induced by the adjoint action of L on L, it can be uniquely extendedp
to a restricted representation
Äj : K a ª gl V . .  .p
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Ä .  .Lemma 1.5 5 says that T ; K a . It follows from the construction of jp
 . b Uthat ker j l K ; K for each i g F . Soia ia p
dim K rK b s dim j K rj K b .  . .ia ia ia ia
U Ä Ä Ä .   . .for any i g F . By Jacobson's formula, K a s H l K a [p p p
Ä X b  . .  .  .U K . Put r s j K a , r s j K , and r s j K for j / 0.ig F ia p j ja j jap
  ..Clearly, r is a restricted solvable Lie algebra and I [ j K a is a
nilpotent ideal of r. By Section 2, there exists a restricted subalgebra
  . .p ; r such that dim rrp s 2 and V ( Hom u r , F for some l gÃ Ã Ãup . l
  . .  1..  p.  . pHom u r , F satisfying l p s 0, l x s l x for all x g p. More-ÃF
 . over, there is s g N and an s-tuple r such that r ; W s; r we identify
 .  .   ..A s; r ? l with V and W s; r with r W s; r where r is the natural
 .  . .  .action of W s; r on A s; r ? l defined in Section 2 . By Lemma 2.1 4 ,
 .  .  .pr r is a transitive subalgebra of W s; r . Since r is restricted, pr r is1 1
 .closed under associative pth powers in Der A s; r . Lemma 3.1 yields
 . 2  .r s 1. As dim A s; 1 s dim V s p , we have s s 2. By Lemma 2.1, pr I1
Ä 1. Ä 1. .  .  .  .acts nilpotently on A 2; 1 ? l. As K a s K a ; K a , we havep
1.  .  .r ; I. Hence pr r acts triangulably on A 2; 1 ? l. So Theorem 3.21
 4applies yielding that there is a generating set x , x in m such that1 2 2
w xpr r ; b 2 s Fx ­ [ Fx ­ [ F­ q F x ­ . .  .1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .This means that r ; B 2 s b 2 [ A 2; 1 .
 .  .Let t s j t . According to Proposition 4.1 there exist f g m , s g G 2a 2
  ..  .  .   ..  .such that s b 2 s b 2 and, with t s exp ad f (s , t B 2 s B 2 ,Ä Ä
and either
t Ft s F x q d ­ q n x q d ­ q l1 s Fd .  .  . .1 1 1 2 2 2 1
or
t Ft s F x q d ­ q l1 s Fd , .  . .2 2 2 2
 4where d , d g 0, 1 , l g F, n g F . It is not hard to see that1 2 p
 .  .1 1
t W 2; 1 l b 2 q m s W 2; 1 l b 2 q m . .  . .  . .  . /0 02 2
U  .  4As t is toral, there is m g F satisfying t t s md where i g 1, 2 .p i
Consequently,
t B t s B d , t BX t s BX d .  .  .  . .  .k m k i k m k i
 .  .  .and n t s n d . It follows from above that r ; B t . Since bothk m k i k k
 .  .1.  .W 2; 1 l b 2 and m act nilpotently on A 2; 1 , their sum acts0. 2
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nilpotently as well. So it is now immediate from the definition of rX thatk
r l BX t ; rX , for all k g FU . .k k p
 .  .  .  .This gives n F n t s n d F 3 see Proposition 4.2 proving 1 .k a k m k i
 .Let now n s 3. Then n d s 3. Applying Proposition 4.2 shows thata m i
 4  4d s d , d s 1, and m g "1 . Therefore, n F 2 provided i f y1, 0, 1 .1 1 ia
w xThus it remains to show that at least one element of K , K actsa a
nonnilpotently on L. Since the automorphism t preserves both the ideal
 .  . w  .  .x  .A 2; 1 ; W 2; 1 and m , it suffices to show that t r , t r l A 2; 12 1 1
o m .2
Let us again consider the pairing
C : A 2; 1 = b ª A 2; 1 rm ( F .  .k yk 2k
 .defined by the Lie multiplication in B 2 . Put
b H s x g A 2; 1 ¬ C x , b s 0 . 4 .  . .yk k ykk
 . HClearly, dim b G dim A 2; 1 rb . Sinceyk k yk
H H Hb lt r , t r ; b , B ; b , b ; m , .  .ym k k yk ym k ym k ym k ym k 2
H  .  X .then b lt r ; t r . Therefore, in the case under considerationym k k k
3 s dim t r rt rX F dim t r q b H rb H F dim B rb H .  .  . .1 1 1 ym ym m ym
s dim b q dim A 2; 1 rb H F dim b q dim b s 3. . mm ym m ym
So we obtain
t r q b H s B . .1 ym m
 .First suppose m s y1. By the previous equation and Proposition 4.1 2
 . H  .there are u g t r ; B , f g b ; A 2; 1 such that1 y1 1 1 y1
ny1u s x q 1 ­ q f , .1 2 1
 .  X .  .  .and, as dim t r rt r s 3, there is f g t r l A 2; 1 such that1 1 0 1 y1
nq1x q 1 ­ , f f m . .1 2 0 2
Now one gets
ny1 py2 nq1w xu , f s x q 1 ­ f s x q 1 x q 1 ­ f f m . .  .  .  .  .0 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 2
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 .Finally, suppose m s 1. A similar reasoning shows that there are ¨ g t r ,1
H  .  .  .g g b ; A 2; 1 , and g g t r l A 2; 1 such that1 y1 1 0 1 1
nq1 ny1¨ s x q 1 ­ q g , x q 1 ­ , g f m . .  .1 2 1 1 2 0 2
w xAs above, ¨ , g f m . This completes the proof of the proposition.0 2
5. DIMENSIONS OF ROOT SPACES
Next we are going to derive some important results on dimensions of
root spaces.
 .  .LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a ad T -in¨ariant subalgebra of a 1-section L a .
 .1.Suppose R q T is a nilpotent algebra which acts nonnilpotently on L.
Then there exists d s pt g N such that, for e¨ery composition factor W ofa
 .  .the R q T -module LrL a one has
dim W s dim W s d for all i g F , whene¨er W / 0 . .gqia g a p g
Moreo¨er, dim L s dim L for all g g G_F a and all i g F .gqia g p p
Ä .  .Proof. a Let r denote the restricted representation of R [ R q T p
 .  .1..in gl W and set r [ r R q T . Clearly, r is nilpotent.
 .1. 1.If R ; H then H q T ; H acts nilpotently. Hence there is i / 0
 .with R / 0 . Let b be a T-weight of W. First suppose that there isia
 . w p xex g D R such that r x is non-nilpotent. As x g T for suffi-j/ 0 ja
w w p xe x  w p x.  w p x.1r pciently large e and x, x s 0, one has a x s 0. But then b x
 .  w p x.1r p  .is the only eigenvalue of r x . Hence g x / 0 and r x is invert-
ible. In this case dim W s dim W for all j g F . Therefore we assumeg gqja p
 .1.that D r consists of nilpotent endomorphisms. Again, since R q Tj/ 0 ja
acts non-nilpotently on L, the Engel]Jacobson theorem shows that
w xD r , r contains a non-nilpotent endomorphism. In particular,j/ 0 ja yja
2  .r / 0 .
2 t  .Consider the descending central series r p r p ??? p r p 0 . Set
t w x  . kC [ r , by definition C, r s 0 . All r and W decompose into root
 .spaces with respect to r T
r k s r k , C s C , W s W for some b g G_F a .  ia ia bqia p
igF igF igFp p p
w x  1..Clearly, r , r ; r H acts nilpotently on W. If each x g0 0
w ty1 xUD r , r acts nilpotently on W, so does C. Since C is an ideal ofig F ia yiap
 .  .  .the irreducible subalgebra r R q T of gl W we have C s 0 , a contra-
diction. Therefore, there are
x g r ty1 , y g r , where i / 0,ia yia
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w x w xsuch that x, y, x, y form a 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, and x, y
acts invertibly on W. The representation theory of this algebra again yields
that dim W s dim W for any i g F .b bqia p
 . X X  .b Let W s  W k / 0 be another composition factor ofig F k bqiap
Ä X Ä X .  .the R-module LrL a with representation r : R ª gl W . We intend to
prove that dim W s dim W X where W denotes the above composition
factor with k s 1 and representation r. We are going to use the represen-
w x w xtation theory of solvable Lie algebras as exposed in 23 . By 23, Satz 3 ,
X ÄU X Äthere exist l, l g R , restricted subalgebras P, P in R and 1-dimen-
sional modules Fu and FuX over P and PX, respectively, such that
Ä X Ä XXW ( u R m Fu , W ( u R m Fu . .  .uP . uP .
Ä1. 1. X 1. .  .Since R is nilpotent, ad P and ad P both act nilpotently on
Ä X Ä .  .u R . Therefore P respectively, P is a subalgebra in R of maximal
 .   X..dimension subject to the condition that r P respectively, r P acts
 X. triangulably on W respectively, on W this is immediate from the
.irreducibility of the above induced modules .
1. Ä . .As R q T is a nilpotent ideal of R there are eigenvalue functionsp
X  .1..  .1..l, l : R q T ª F such that for any x g R q T , the en-p p
 .  . X . X . Xdomorphisms r x y l x Id , r x y l x Id , are nilpotent. We haveW W
 w p x.  . p  .l x s l x , since r is a restricted representation, and l x q y s
 .  .l x q l y provided the Lie algebra generated by x, y acts triangulably
 .1.. . on W. In particular, l is linear on C R q T . Given x g R qp
.1.. w p x r  .1.. .T choose r G 1 such that x g C R q T , and writep p
r  .1w p xx s y , y g C R q T l L . . .  /i i iap
igFp
Hence
r r 1rpp w p x w p xl x s l x s l y s b y . .  .  .  . i i
igF igFp P
Similarly,
r 1rppX w p xl x s kb y . .  . i
igFp
This proves that lX s kl.
 1.. X X1.. XClearly, l P s l P s 0. Suppose dim P ) dim P . We have
X 1.. Xl P s 0. Now it follows from the definition of l and Engel's theorem
that P 1. acts nilpotently on W X. Hence P acts triangulably on W X yielding
dim P F dim PX, a contradiction. As k / 0 we may interchange P and PX
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X X  .and obtain dim P s dim P , dim W s dim W . In combination with a this
gives
dim W X s py1dim W X s py1dim W s dim W .k bqia b
In other words, d [ dim W is a p-power independent of i, k.a b
 .  .c Let  L s N p ??? p N p 0 be a composition seriesig F gqia 1 tp
Ä  .  .of the R-module  L . We concluded from a , b that dim Lig F gqia gqiap
s td s dim L .a g
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume n / 0.a
 .  41 There exists d g 1, p and, for e¨ery composition factor W of thea
Ä .  .K a -module LrL a , a root g g G_F a such thatp
W s W , dim W s d ; i g F . gqia gqia a p
igFp
 .2 dim L s dim L ;g g G_F a , ; i g F .gqia g p p
Ä .Proof. Set in Lemma 5.1, R [ K a . Clearly, R is T-invariant and
 .1. 1.  .R q T ;  K q H ; K a is nilpotent. In addition, n / 0 im-i/ 0 ia a
plies that R1. acts nonnilpotently on L. Thus Lemma 5.1 applies. So it
 4  .remains to prove that d g 1, p . There is k ) 0 such that a , kb g Va
  .. a  .Lemma 1.5 4 . Then  L rM / 0 . Choose W as a compo-ig F k bqia k bqiap
Ä .sition factor of this K a -module. According to Proposition 4.3 andp
2  4Corollary 1.7, one has d s dim W F 9 - p , Thus d g 1, p .a k b a
 .  .2.We need a description of the central extensions of W 1; 1 and H 2; 1 .
w x  .  .Recall 30 that there is a mapping D : A 2 r ; 1 ª W 2 r ; 1 defined byH
r
a a yd a ydi i i , j i i , jq rD x s a x ­ y a x ­ . .  .   H i j i jqr jqr i j
js1
 .1.   .  .2.Then H 2 r ; 1 s D A 2 r ; 1 . Also H 2; 1 admits an invariant sym-H
metric bilinear form given by
L D x r x 2 , D x m x n s d d . . .H 1 2 H 1 2 r , py1ym s , py1yn
for all 0 F r, s, m, n F p y 1.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.3. Let G ha¨e a 1-dimensional center C G and GrC G
  .  .2.4g W 1; 1 , H 2; 1 . Assume that the extension is nonsplit.
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 .  .  .  41 If GrC G ( W 1; 1 , then G has a basis e , . . . , e , z suchy1 py2
w xthat the Lie multiplication , is gi¨ en byG
w xz , G s 0 , .G
¡ j y i e if y1 F i q j F p y 2 . iq j
j q 1~w xe , e s z if i q j s p , 2 F i , j F p y 2i j G  /j y 2¢
0 otherwise.
 .  .  .2.2 If GrC G ( H 2; 1 then G has a basis
i j  4D x x ¬ 0 - i q j - 2 p y 2, 0 F i , j - p j z 4 .H 1 2
 .2. w xand there exists D g Der H 2; 1 such that the Lie multiplication , isG
gi¨ en by
i j k lD x x q a z , D x x q b z .  .H 1 2 H 1 2 G
iqky1 jqly1 i j k ls il y jk D x x q L D , D x x , D x x z . .  .  .  . .H 1 2 H 1 2 H 1 2
Here D can be chosen from the subspace
Fx py1­ q Fx py1­ q FD x py1 x py1 .1 2 2 1 H 1 2
or, alternati¨ ely, from the subspace
py1 py1py1 py1F 1 q x ­ q Fx ­ q FD 1 q x x . .  . .1 2 2 1 H 1 2
 . w xProof. Part 1 has been proved in 3 .
 .  .2.2 It is well known that the central extensions of H 2; 1 are ruled by
2  .2. .the second cohomology group H H 2; 1 , F . Also, since L is nonde-
generate, there is an isomorphism
 .  .  .2 2 22H H 2; 1 , F ( Der H 2; 1 rH 2; 1 , .  .  . /  /L
 .2.where Der H 2; 1 is the set of those derivations which are skew withL
w x  .2.respect to L 21 . It is immediate from the knowledge of Der H 2; 1 that
the latter quotient space is represented by either of the 3-dimensional
spaces mentioned in the proposition. The second statement then is a
consequence of the involved constructions.
 .  .2.Remark. Consider for a moment the case GrC G ( H 2; 1 and
suppose that the central extension is given by
py1 py1py1 py1D s r 1 q x ­ q sx ­ q tD 1 q x x . .  . .1 2 2 1 H 1 2
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We construct a Heisenberg algebra H in G as
t / 0: H s Fz [ FD 1 q x [ FD x , .  .H 1 H 2
py1t s 0, s / 0: H s Fz [ FD 1 q x [ FD 1 q x , .  . .H 1 H 1
t s s s 0, r / 0: H s Fz [ FD x [ FD x py1 . .  .H 2 H 2
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.4. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2 o¨er
an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p G 5 and T a 2-dimensional
 .torus in the semisimple p-en¨elope of L. Suppose that C T acts triangulablyL
 .on L. Let a , b g G be F -independent and assume n a ) 2.p
Ä .  .  .1 Each composition factor of the K a -module LrL a has dimen-
2 U Ä .sion p . In particular, for e¨ery j g F , the K a -module  L rp ig F j bqiap
a  . 2M is either 0 or irreducible of dimension p .j bqia
 .2 There exists d G p such that dim L s d for all g g G.g
 .  .  .Proof. 1 From Lemma 1.5 3 and Corollary 1.8 1 it follows that
Ä .there is a root g g G_F a such that  L has a K a -compositionp ig F gqiap
factor of dimension p2. Proposition 5.2 yields that every such composition
 . afactor of LrL a has this dimension. Also, for j / 0, dim L rMj bqia j bqia
F 9 - 2 p. So there is no room in  L rM a for more than oneig F j bqia j bqiap
Ä .  .nontrivial K a -composition factor. This proves 1 .
 . .  .2 a According to Lemma 1.5 3 , there is d s ka q lb g G, l / 0,
with L / M a. To simplify notation write b in place of d and adjust a ind d
such a way that
L / M a , n / 0.b b a
 .Now the first part of this theorem in combination with Proposition 5.2 1
yields
dim L rM a s dim L rM a s p for any i g F .bqia bqia b b p
 .  .b Proposition 5.2 2 shows that
dim L s dim L ;g g G_F a . 6 .gqia g p
Assume that there is g g G_F a such thatp
dim L s dim L ; i , j / 0. 7 .iaqjg ia
 .  .  .  .Now let k, l / 0, 0 be arbitrary. If k / 0 then 7 and 6 yield
dim L s dim L s dim L s dim L s dim L ,k a k aqlg k aqg aqg g
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 .while for k s 0, l / 0, 6 yields dim L s dim L . Thus in order tolg aqlg
 .  .prove part 2 it suffices to establish Eq. 7 .
 .c If at least one root g s b q ia g G_F a is solvable, classical,p
 .Witt, or proper Hamiltonian, then, due to the results of Section 1 and a ,
we have
p s dim L rM a F 2 dim L rK q n F 4 q n ,g g g g g g
 .  .whence n / 0. Then Proposition 5.2 2 implies 7 .g
 .d Thus in what follows we may assume that every root g g
G_F a is Hamiltonian improper. Let x g L , k / 0, and setp kg
 .`R [ Fx q rad L g . .
 w p x.As g x s 0, we have that ad x is nilpotent. Therefore R is a nilpotentR
 .  .1. 1.Lie algebra. By construction, R is ad T -invariant. If R q T s R q
 . R acts nonnilpotently on L, then Lemma 5.1 shows that 7 is valid.j/ 0 jg
Thus we may assume that R1. q  R acts nilpotently on L. Since thisj/ 0 jg
is true for all x g D L , the Engel]Jacobson theorem implies thatk / 0 kg
w  .`.  .`.xL g , rad L g acts nilpotently on L.
 .e Let
 . .  .  . 2` ` `
p : L g ª L g rrad L g ( H 2; 1 .  .  .  .
denote the canonical epimorphism. Since g is improper, the torus T acts
 .2.  . .on H 2; 1 as F 1 q x ­ y x ­ . Let N denote the maximal ideal of1 1 2 2
 .`.  .  .`.L g acting nilpotently on L. It follows from d that L g rN is a
 .2.central extension of H 2; 1 . If this extension does not split then, by the
 .`.  .remark preceding this theorem, L g contains a ad T -invariant subal-
gebra H X > N such that H XrN is a 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. It is
not hard to deduce from the representation theory of this algebra that in
this case
dim L s dim L ; i / 0, ; j.iaqjg ia
 .`.Thus we may assume that the extension splits. But then L g rN is
 .`.centerless. Consequently, we may assume that rad L g acts nilpotently
  .`..  .2.on L and p L g ( H 2; 1 .
 .f Set
iy1 jU [ p FD 1 q x x . . . H 1 2 /0FiFpy1
1FjFpy1
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 .  .This is an ad T -invariant subalgebra of L g . Also,
iy1 jrad U s p FD 1 q x x . . H 1 2 /0FiFpy1
2FjFpy1
 .is ad T -invariant, and
py1
iUrrad U ( FD 1 q x x ( W 1; 1 . .  . . H 1 2
is0
 . w  .xSince U is contained in a 1-section of L, then TR U F 1 25, 2.6 . As U
 .is nonnilpotent, this implies TR U s 1, and therefore rad U is nilpotent
w  .x25, 4.2 . Let x g U , k / 0, and setkg
R [ Fx q rad U.
 w p x.As g x s 0, ad x is nilpotent. Therefore R is a nilpotent Lie algebra.R
 .  .1. 1.By construction, R is ad T -invariant. If R q T s R q  Rj/ 0 jg
 .acts nonnilpotently on L, then Lemma 5.1 shows that 7 is valid.
Thus we may assume that R1. q  R acts nilpotently on L. Sincej/ 0 jg
this is true for all x g D U , the Engel]Jacobson theorem impliesk / 0 kg
w x w xthat U, rad U acts nilpotently on L. It is easy to check that U, rad U q
 .`.  .rad L g s rad U. By the assumption made in e , rad U acts nilpotently
on L.
 .  .  .g We now specialize g . As n / 0, Lemma 1.5 5 yields a H /a
w x.0. By Schue's lemma, one can find g g G_F a such that a L , L / 0.p g yg
 .  .By d , g is Hamiltonian improper. Let U be as in f . We may assume that
w x  .`.rad U acts nilpotently on L. Obviously L , L ; L g . Put H s Hg yg 1
 .`.  .lL g , H s H l rad U. It is easy to see that p H is spanned by2 1 2
 . i i .D 1 q x x , 2 F i F p y 2. As H acts nilpotently on L, we haveH 1 2 2
 .  .  . .  .d H s 0 for all d g G. Also, p H s FD 1 q x x q p H . Let h2 1 H 1 2 2
 . .denote a preimage of D 1 q x x .H 1 2
Pick k g FU and let W be a composition factor of the U-modulep
 . L . Let r : U ª gl W stand for the associated representation.jg F k aqjgp
 .  .  . .Then U [ r U ( W 1; 1 . The elements ka q jg h are pairwise dif-
ferent. So one can write W s  W .jg F k aqjgp
 . Suppose dim W s 1. Then W is the trivial W 1; 1 -module. Hence ka q
. .  .jg h s 0 whenever W / 0 .k aqjg
 .Suppose 1 - dim W - p. Then W is the restricted W 1; 1 -module
 . w x  . .A 1; 1 rF 7 . So W is 1-dimensional provided ka q lg h / 0.k aqlg
If dim W G p then dim W - pr for some r ) 0 and W is induced from a
 . w x  .  .  . p  .W 1; 1 submodule W 7 . As r h f W 1; 1 and r h y r h s l Id0. 0 0.
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 .for some l g F, the r h -module W is isomorphic to a direct sum of
w x w x  p .dim W copies of the F X -module F X r X y X y l . This implies0
dim W s dim W for all j.k aqjg k a
 .  .As a H / 0, we have ka h / 0. Therefore dim W s dim W1 k aqjg k a
 . .provided ka q jg h / 0. Since this is true for all composition factors of
 L , we obtainig F k aqigp
dim L s dim L 8 .k aqjg k a
U  . .for all k g F , j g F satisfying ka q jg h / 0.p p
U < U < U  .Now pick i, j g F . As F G 4, there exist r, s g F such that d h / 0p p p
 4  .for each d g ra q sg , ia q sg , ra q jg . By 6 ,
dim L s dim L .iaqjg raqjg
 . .  . .  .As ra q jg h / 0 and ra q sg h / 0, 8 shows that
dim L s dim L s dim L .raqjg ra raqsg
 .By 6 ,
dim L s dim L .raqsg iaqsg
 . .  .Since ia q sg h / 0, 8 yields
dim L s dim L s dim L ,iaqjg iaqsg ia
 .proving 7 . The proof of the theorem is now complete.
6. SANDWICH ELEMENTS
In determining the structure of L it is important to know that the
Ä a .filtration of L defined by a maximal subalgebra containing M , a g G, is
long. In this section we investigate this problem.
Let nil H denote the maximal ideal of H acting nilpotently on L.
Clearly, nil H s H l H provided a and b are F -independent in TU.a b p
Define
R T s nil H [ R . .  g
g/0
 . g .  .It is not difficult to verify that R T s F M . In particular, R T isg g G
 .an ad H -invariant subalgebra of L.
 .2An element c g L is called a sandwich of L if ad c s 0. We denote
by C the set of all sandwiches in L. Set
C T s C l L . .  .D g
 4ggG D 0
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For x g L, denote the adjoint endomorphism ad x by X. For x , . . . , x1 n
w x  . w xg L, arrange x . . . x [ ad x ( ??? (ad x x . By 14 , for all a g1 n 1 ny1 n
C , x, y g L,
AXA s 0, AXYA s AYXA, 9 .
w 3 x 3 2 2ad ax a s 2 AX A y 3 XAX A q AX AX , 10 .  .
AX 2AX 2A s 0, 11 .
23w xad ax a s 0, 12 . .
3 3w xax a , ay a s 0. 13 .
w w w w xxxx 2w x w x 2Since A X, X, X, Y, A A s 0, then AX Y, A XA s AX Y, A X A.
So
AX 2AXYA s yAXYAX 2A 14 .
for all x, y g L. A similar argument shows that
AX 2AY 2A q AY 2AX 2A q 4 AXYAXYA s 0 15 .
 w x.  .  .  .see 19 . Using 9 , 10 , and 13 one obtains that
AX 2AXYAY 2A s AY 2AXYAX 2A. 16 .
 .  .Combining 15 and 14 yields
4 AXYAXYAXYA s y AX 2AY 2AXYA q AY 2AX 2AXYA .
s AX 2AXYAY 2A q AY 2AXYAX 2A.
 .  .Therefore 14 and 16 give
1 12 2 2 2AXYAXYAXYA s y AX AY AXYA s y AY AX AXYA 17 .2 2
for all x, y g L.
 .  .  .LEMMA 6.1. 1 C T ; R T .
 . w  . x  .2 C T , L ; R T .
w x  w x.3Proof. Let a g C l L , x g L . By 14 , ad a, x s 0. As H isg yg
triangulable, nil H coincides with the set of all ad-nilpotent elements of H.
w x  .But then a, L ; nil H proving 1 .yg
 4Let now d g G_ yg , x g L , and y g L . We need to prove thatd ygqd .
ww x xa, x , y g nil H. Suppose the contrary. Set
X w xG [ m g G ¬ m a, x , y / 0 . 4 .
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By assumption, GX / B. Since L is simple, Schue's lemma implies that
L s L q L , L . l l m
X X
lgG l , mgG
 . X w x  .Since a f C L , there is b g G such that a, L / 0 . Pick z g L withb b
w x www x x x  . ww x x.a, z / 0. As a, x , y , a s 0 by 9 , we have g a, x , y s 0, hence
 .ww x x.b q g a, x , y \ r / 0. But then
e ep pw x w x w xad a, x , y a, z s r a, z , . .
 .for a sufficiently large e g N. It follows from 9 that
e ep pw x w xad a, x , y a, z s AXY A z . .  . . .
 .  .Therefore, by 17 and 11
e p ep 2 2r AX A z s AX AXY A z .  .  .
p ey42s AX AXYAXYAXYAXY AXY A z .  .
p ey21 2 2 2s y AX AX AY AXY A z s 0. .  .2
2  .  .  .  .This forces AX A z s 0. Now by 17 , 14 , and 9 ,
e p ey3p w xr a, z s AXY AXYAXYAXYA z .  .
p ey31 2 2s y AXY AY AX AXYA z .  .2
p ey21 2 2s AXY AY AX A z s 0. .  .2
w x w x  .Thus a, z s 0 contrary to our choice of z. Hence a, L ; R T for eachd
d g G.
Ä .  .Let L g s H q L g be the g-section in L . By Jacobson's formula,p p
 .L g is a restricted subalgebra of L . Our next result is crucial for thep p
rest of this section.
 4PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose that there exist a g G j 0 and a nonzero
 .a g L a such thatp
 .  .2  ..a ad a L a ; T l H ,a
 . w xb T , a ; Fa,
 .  . pc ad a s 0.
 .  .3Then there exist d g G and w g L _ 0 such that ad w s 0.d
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 .Proof. a Choose b g G_F a and let t , t in T be as abovep a b
a t s 1, a t s 0, b t s 0, b t s 1. .  . .  .a b a b
Ä w xIf x g H j D L we say that x is homogeneous. Following 20, 19 ,g g G g
our first goal is to find a nonzero homogeneous element y g L for whichp
 . py1 .  .ad y L s 0 . If a itself enjoys this property, we are done. So from
 . py1 .  .now on we assume that ad a L / 0 .
 .  . py2 .  .Let n [ ker ad a l ad a L . Clearly, n is an ad T -stable subal-
 . py1 .  . w xgebra of L and ad a L is a nonzero ad T -stable ideal of n. By 19 ,
 .  . py1 ..  .n is nilpotent and hence C n l ad a L is a nonzero ad T -stable
subalgebra of L contained in  X L whereg g G g
G
X s G_F a .p
X  . py1 .  .  .So there is u g L with d g G for which ad a u g C n _ 0 .d
 . py1 . w x  . py1 .Let y [ ad a u . By 19 , if p ) 5, then ad y L s 0. There-
fore, in this case y suits us well.
 .b The remaining case p s 5 is more complicated. As before, we
 .arrange A s ad a. We also set L [ L a and L [  L for0 i jg F ibqjap
i / 0. By the initial supposition, there is a linear function c g LU such0
2 .  . w xthat A ¨ s c ¨ t for any ¨ g L . If c s 0, one can argue as in 19 tob 0
 . py1 .  .check that ad y L s 0 . So we may additionally suppose that c / 0.
Define for i / 0,
LX [ x g L ¬ A4 x g C n .  . 4i i
and set
m [ Ft [ A3 LX . .b i
i/0
w x w xBy 20, Lemma 3.4 , m is a subalgebra of L and m , n ; n.
w 3 X . 3 X .x  .If A L , A L s 0 for each i / 0, then the Engel]Jacobsoni yi
theorem yields that
mX [ A3 LX . i
i/0
X  .is a nilpotent subalgebra of m. Since the subspaces L are ad T -i
X 4 . Xinvariant, so is m . Since A L is an ideal of m , it intersects
 . X 4 .   .C m nontrivially. Pick u g L with d g G for which A u g C m1 d 1 11
.  . 4 .lm9 _ 0 and put y [ A u . Repeating verbatim the argument1 1
w x  .4 .  .in 20, Proposition 3 one can verify that ad y L s 0 .1
 .c Since such y is a good choice for us, we may additionally1
w 3 X . 3 X .x  . Usuppose that A L , A L / 0 for some i g F . But then m is ai yi p
Yermolaev algebra i.e., m contains a Cartan subalgebra spanned by a
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1. .  w x.  .1.  .toral derivation and m s m see also 2 , this forces rad m s 0
and
mrrad m ( sl 2 or mrrad m ( W 1; 1 . .  .
w  .x  . 4 .By 20, Lemma 3.4 i , c / 0 implies ker A l  L s A L . Sincei/ 0 i
 . X X 4 . w xA L ; L by definition of L , n s A L ; m. As m , n ; n andi i i
n ;  L , the Engel]Jacobson theorem shows that n ; rad m. Buti/ 0 i
 . X  .then n s C n whence L s L for each i / 0. As rad m is ad t -stable,i i b
we also have rad m ;  L otherwise t g rad m contrary to thei/ 0 i b
.perfectness of m .
 . j .  .Let m [  ad T rad m . Clearly, m is the minimal ad T -in-1 jG 0 1
variant ideal of m containing rad m. It is immediate from our preceding
remark that m ;  L . Now the Engel]Jacobson theorem yields that1 i/ 0 i
w xm s rad m. In other words, T , rad m ; rad m.1
4 . X 3 .If rad m / A L , one can find u g L with d g G for which A u2 d 2 22
4 . 4 . wg rad m and A u / 0. Put y [ A u . Arguing as in 20, Proposition2 2
x  .4 .  .3 , one obtains that ad y L s 0 . Since such y is a good choice for2 2
us, we may additionally suppose that
rad m s A4 L . .
We can also assume that
L / 0 for each i g FU , .i p
 .4for otherwise ad L s 0 for j / 0 and we are done.j
 .d These suppositions impose severe restrictions on the structure of
L. Indeed,
dim mrrad m s 1 q dim A3 L rA4 L G 5 s dim W 1; 1 , .  .  .  . . i i
i/0
 .  3 . 4 .. Uwhence mrrad m ( W 1; 1 and dim A L rA L s 1 for any i g F .i 5
Now the short exact sequence
A4 3 40 ª A L ª A L ª A L ª 0 .  .  .i i i
4 . Uensures that dim A L s 1 for any i g F . But then dim L s 5 fori 5 i
  . 4 . w  .x.i / 0 as ker A l L s A L for i / 0 by 20, Lemma 3.4 i .i i
The adjoint action of L on L induces a restricted representationp
U Ä .  .  .t : L a ª gl L , k g F . Set L s L a . Choose a homogeneousk p k 5 0 p
Ä  . w x¨ g L for which c ¨ / 0 and let h s Fa q Ft q F a, ¨ . Clearly, h0 0 0 b 0
is a 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. As dim L s 5, L is an irre-k k
ducible h-module and so t is an irreducible representation.k
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Ä Ä1. ÄIf a g H, then t g H . It follows that H acts irreducibly on L forb k
Äeach k / 0. On the other hand, H preserves all root spaces L , g g G.g
But then, for each k g FU , there is g g G such that L s L s5 k g kk4 w x  . w x  . L . Therefore, L , L s 0 if k / 0 whence L , L s 0js0 k bqja a k a g
X whenever g g G . This, however, contradicts the simplicity of L by Schue's
.lemma . Thus,
a g L for some s g FU .sa 5
 .4  .As t a / 0, each L has at least 5 distinct weights relative to t T . Itk k k
follows that
dim L s 1 for each g g GX and GX s F a q FUb .g 5 5
 .  . .Let t g T l ker t . Then kb t s kb q a t s 0, giving t s 0. As ker tk k
Äis a restricted ideal of L and T is a maximal torus of L , it follows that0 p
 .  .ker t l H and all ker t l L consist of nilpotent derivation of L. Sok k ja
the Engel]Jacobson theorem applies proving that ker t acts nilpotentlyk
 .  .on L. If ker t / 0 , it has a nonzero center V . As V is an ad T -in-k k k
variant p-nilpotent subalgebra of L one can find a nonzero homogeneousp
 .5  .2  .. w x  .a g V such that ad a s 0. Since ad a L a ; a , ker t s 0 ,1 k 1 1 p 1 k
w x  .4one can argue as in 19 to obtain that either ad a s 0 or there is a1
 .4 .  .4 .homogeneous u g L such that y [ ad a u / 0 and ad y L s3 3 1 3 3
 .0 .
 .e Thus in what follows we assume that the t are faithful represen-k
tations. We specify our choice of
¨ g L0 y2 sa
 .by letting c ¨ s y1. The 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra h s Fa q0
w xFt q F a, ¨ now acts faithfully on L . It can be easily derived fromb 0 1
Lemma 2.1 that
L ( A 1; 1 , t h ; A 1; 1 [ W 1; 1 . .  .  .1 1
and, moreover
w xt a, ¨ s l1 q ­ , for some l g F , t a s x , t t s 1. . .  .1 0 1 1 b
Ä .  .Here we identify A 1; 1 resp., L with its image in the regular represen-0
Ä .   .   ..tation A 1; 1 ª End A 1; 1 resp., with t L . Clearly,1 0
End A 1; 1 s Fx i­ j. . [
0Fi , jFpy1
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w i j x i jy1 w w xx.Since x, x­ s yjx­ for all 0 F i, j F p y 1, and t a, a, L s1 0
 .t Ft s F1, we have1 b
L ; A 1; 1 [ A 1; 1 ­ [ F­ 2 .  .0
1 X2  .   .and ¨ s y ­ y l­ q g for some g g A 1; 1 . Let L [ L l A 1; 10 0 02
 . . X[ A 1; 1 ­ so that L s L [ F¨ . Since0 0 0
ky1
2 k j i 2 ky1yi jw x w x­ , x ­ s x ­ , x x ­
is0
ky1
i ky1yi j ky1 jq1 ky2 js 2 x ­ x ­ s 2kx ­ q k k y 1 x ­ .
is0
w X xfor all 0 F k, j F p y 1, and ¨ , L ; L , the following inclusion can be0 0 0
obtained by letting j s 1 and using the preceding inclusion:
LX ; A 1; 1 [ F­ [ Fx­ . .0
Now substituting j s 0 in the above formula yields
L ; span 1, x , x 2 , ­ , x­ , ­ 2 . .0
w x  .Since t , a s sa, a direct computation shows that t s sx­ q f x . By thea a
 . w w xx w xabove inclusion, deg f x F 2. The equation t , a, ¨ s ys a, ¨ nowa 0 0
w  . x  .  .reads sx­ q f x , l q ­ s ys l q ­ . Hence f x s sl x q m, m g F.
But then
1 1 1
2w x¨ s y t , ¨ s y sx­ q sl x q m , y ­ y l­ q g0 a 02 s 2 s 2
1 l 1 l l2
2s y ­ y ­ y x­ g y ­ y , .
2 2 2 2 2
1 2 2 .whence g s y x­ g y l r2. It follows that g s yl r2. Now it is2
w w xxstraightforward that ¨ , a, ¨ s 0.0 0
U w x w xGiven k g F choose w g L such that w f a, L and t , w s5 k k k k a k
4 i .r w for some r g F . It is easy to see that L s [ FA w and therek k k 5 k kis0
X X X w x ww x X x Xexists w g L for which w y w g a, L and a, ¨ , w s n w , n gk k k k k 0 k k k k
F.
w 4 .x X X w 4 .x XFirst suppose that w , A w g L . As a g L , L , A w ; L .yk k 0 0 yk k 0
4 . 4 X . w x X w x XSince A w s A w and a, ¨ g L , then L , L ; L . Butk k 0 0 yk k 0
1 2Äw x w w xxL , L is an ideal of L . It follows that ­ y l­ , L , L ;yk k 0 yk k2
w x w x  . w xL , L whence L , L ; span 1, x, ­ s F1 q F a, ¨ q Fa.yk k yk k 0
w 4 .x XNow suppose that w , A w f L . It is immediate from our re-yk k 0
w X x X Xmarks above that L s F¨ , T , L ; L , and ¨ f L . Asy2 sa 0 0 0 0 0
w 4 .x w 4 .xw , A w is a root vector relative to T , we must have w , A w syk k yk k
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w 4 .x w xm¨ where m / 0. Therefore, L , A w ; F1 q F a, ¨ q F¨ . As0 yk k 0 0
4 . 4 X . w w xx w x w xA w s A w and ¨ , a, ¨ s 0, then L , L ; F1 q F a, ¨ qk k 0 0 yk k 0
F¨ .0
 . U w xf Summarizing we obtain that, for each k g F , L , L is con-5 yk k
tained in the subalgebra U generated by a and ¨ . Since L is simple, this0
yields L ; U. But then L is a nontriangulable Cartan subalgebra of L.0 0
wwww x x x x  . w5x w5xClearly, L , L , L , L , L s 0 . By Jacobson's formula, L s Fa0 0 0 0 0 0
w5x w xw5x w xqF¨ q F a, ¨ q Ft . Since a g L , ¨ g L , a, ¨ g L with0 0 b sa 0 y2 sa 0 ysa
s / 0 the 5th powers of these elements are contained in ker a . So L has0
toral rank 1 in L contrary to the fact that all toral rank 1 Cartanp
 w x.subalgebras of L are triangulable see 20, Theorem 1 .
This contradiction proves that one can always find a homogeneous
 . py1element y g L for which y / 0 and ad y s 0. Applying Kostrikin'sp
w xresult 14 we now obtain that L contains a nonzero homogeneous element
3 .w for which ad w s 0.
In order to prove the main result of this section we will apply some
results on Jordan algebras and inner ideals. Given a Jordan algebra J and
 .  .  .b , b g J define V g End J by V a s b ? a ? b q a ? b ? b1 2 b , b b , b 2 1 1 21 2 1 2
 .ya ? b ? b . An element b g J is called an absolute zero di¨ isor if1 2
V s 0. We say that J is nondegenerate if it contains no absolute zerob, b
w xdivisors / 0. By 11, Chap. V , any finite dimensional simple Jordan
algebra is nondegenerate. A subspace B of J is a Jordan inner ideal if
 .V a g B for every b , b g B, a g J. A subspace B of a Lie algebra Lb , b 1 21 2
w w xxis called an inner ideal of L if B, B, L ; B. We say that such an inner
w x  .  .3ideal has zero multiplication if B, B s 0 . Observe that if ad a s 0,
 .2 .  w x.then ad a L is an inner ideal of L with zero multiplication cf. 1 .
THEOREM 6.3. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2 o¨er
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p G 5 and T a 2-dimensional
 .torus in the semisimple p-en¨elope of L such that C T acts triangulably onL
 4  .L. Suppose there exist a g G j 0 and a nonzero a g L a such thatp
 .  .2  ..1 ad a L a ; T l H ,a
 . w x2 T , a ; Fa,
 .  . p3 ad a s 0.
 .  .Then C T / 0 .
 .Proof. a According to the previous proposition there is a nonzero
 .3  .  .homogeneous element w satisfying ad w s 0. Suppose that C T s 0 .
Set
3E [ x g L ¬ x / 0, ad x s 0 , E s E . . D 5m m m
 4mgG D 0
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 .  .Our strategy is to show that L contains an sl 2 -triple e, f , h such that
 .for some toral element t g T _ 0 ,
2w x w xt , e s 2 e, t , f s y2 f , ad e L ; Fe. .  .
 .Note that in general the subspaces Fe and Ff will not be ad T -stable, but
will be contained in a 1-section. From now on we assume that no such
 .  .2 .  .sl 2 -triple exists. Take any w g E. Then ad w L is a nonzero ad T -
stable inner ideal with zero multiplication in L.
 .  .b Let B denote a minimal nonzero ad T -stable inner ideal with
w w xx   .zero multiplication. Then B, B, L is nonzero as we assume that C T
 ..s 0 , and is an inner ideal contained in B. The minimality of B implies
w w xx w w xx w w xxB, B, L s B. If B ; H, then B, B, L s B, B, H m B as H is
 .nilpotent. Hence B [ B l L / 0 for some g / 0.g g
w w xx wIf u g B , then u, u, L s B as B is minimal. Reasoning as in 19,g
x  .Lemma 3 one obtains dim B l L F 1 for each g g G. If e g B l H _ 0 ,g 0
w w xx w w xxthen e , e , L s B by the minimality of B. But then e , e , H s B l0 0 0 0
w w xxH whence e g e , e , H . This, however, contradicts the nilpotency of0 0 0
 .H. Thus, B l H s 0 .
Let
G s d g G ¬ B / 0 . 4 .0 d
w xArguing as in 20, Proposition 3 it is easy to see that for each d g G ,0
 .  .there are e g B , h g H, f g L such that e , h , f is an sl 2 -tripled d d d yd d d d
in L and
ad h y 2 ad h y 1 ad h ad h q 1 ad h q 2 s 0. 18 .  .  .  .  .  .d d d d d
 . w xc We will make use of some results established in 1 . Pick n g G ,0
 .the element h from the corresponding sl 2 -triple and decompose Ln p
 .into eigenspaces relative to ad h . By 18 ,n
L s V [ V [ V [ V [ V , 19 .p 2 1 0 y1 y2
w xwhere h , ¨ s i¨ for ¨ g V . Let E s ad e , F s ad f . Define a mapn i i i i n n n n
 .  . w xs on V by s ¨ s ¨ y E ( F ¨ . It is proved in 1 that the mapping0 n n
1 12 2E : V ª V is an F-isomorphism with inverse F . Also V and Vn y2 2 n y1 12 2
are F-isomorphic under E : V ª V which has inverse F . From this itn y1 1 n
2   . 4 is immediate that s s Id. Let Z s ¨ g V ¬ s ¨ s ¨ and R s ¨ g V0 0
 . 4 w x¬ s ¨ s y¨ . Then V s Z [ R. By 1 , Z is the centralizer of the0
subalgebra generated by e , h , f and E : R ª V is an F-isomorphism.n n n n 2
For a, b g V , define a product on V by setting2 2
1 w xa ? b s a, f , b . 20 .n2
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w xBy 1, Lemma 2.2 , V is a Jordan algebra relative to this product and2
 .ad Z ¬ acts as derivations of this Jordan algebra.V2
 .If p ) 5, then a direct checking shows that 19 defines a Z-grading of
 . 2L. If p s 5, then E V ; V . As E : V ª V is one-to-one andn 1 y2 n y2 2
3  .  .E s 0, this yields E V s 0 . Now it is straightforward, that in eithern n 1
2 .case B s E L s V .n 2
 .Thus ad h acts on B by multiplying each vector by 2. By 18 , h is an n
 .toral derivation of L. Hence h g T and we get d h s 2 for eachn n
 X. .  X .d g G . But then d y d h s 0 for any d , d g G = G . As h is0 n 0 0 n
toral, there are m, n g F such that h s mt q nt . Therefore, d y d X gp n a b
 . X  .F na y mb for all d , d g G , whence G ; n q F na y mb . Sop 0 0 p
dim B F p.
 . w x w x  .d It follows from the above that V , V s V , V s 0 if p ) 5,1 2 2 2
w x  . w x w x  .and V , V ; V l ker E s 0 , V , V ; B, B s 0 if p s 5.1 2 y2 n 2 2
First suppose that the Jordan algebra V has a nontrivial ideal B , such2 1
w xthat Z, B ; B . Then1 1
2w x w xB , B , L s B , B , V s B , B , F V .1 1 1 1 y2 1 1 n 2
2; B , F B , F V q B , F B , V .  .  .1 n 1 n 2 1 n 1 2
; B ? B , F V q F B , B ? V .  .1 1 n 2 n 1 1 2
q F B , F B , V .  .n 1 n 1 2
q F B ? B , V ; B ? V ; B .n 1 1 2 1 2 1
by the definition of our Jordan product.
 .Note that, by definition, T ; V and s t s t if t g ker n . Thus T ;0
Fh q Z, and hencen
w x w x w xT , B ; h , B q Z, B ; e ? B q B s B .1 n 1 1 n 1 1 1
 .In other words, B is an ad T -stable inner ideal with zero multiplication1
in L contrary to the minimality of B.
 .e Thus the Jordan algebra V is derivation simple. By Block's2
w xtheorem 4 there exist a simple Jordan algebra S and m g N such that
 . XV ( S m A m; 1 . First suppose that m s 0, i.e., V is simple. Let B be a2 2
w x Xminimal Jordan inner ideal contained in V . By 1 , dim B s 1. Let2
X  . w x  .2 2 ..  .e g B _ 0 , x g V . By 1 , ad e F x s 2V x . The simplicity of V2 n e, e 2
 .2 .implies V / 0. This means that ad e V s Fe. Pick y g V withe, e y2 y2
ww x x w xe, y, , e s 2 e and put e, y s h. The standard proof of the
 w x.Jacobson]Morozov theorem see 12, p. 99 shows that one can find
 .  .f g V such that e, f , h is an sl 2 -triple of L. Clearly, it satisfies ally2
our requirements.
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Thus in what follows we may assume that m ) 0. As dim V F p, we2
 .obtain V ( A 1; 1 . In particular, V is associative. Let a, b, x g V . Then2 2 2
 . w w w w xxxx  . w w w w xxxx4a ? b ? x s a, f , b, f , x whereas 4b ? a ? x s b, f , a, f , x .n n n n
Thus we get
w x w xa, f , b , f , V s 0 . 21 .  .n n 2
 .  .f Our next goal is to show that V is a faithful ad V -module. Put2 0
 w x  .4I s x g V ¬ x, V s 0 . Clearly, I is a restricted ideal of V . If I l T0 2 0
 ./ 0 , there is a nonzero toral element t g T acting trivially on B. This0
 . < <means that g t s 0 for each g g G . Since G s p, G lies in the F -span0 0 0 p
 .of G . But then g t s 0 for each g g G contrary to our choice of t .0 0 0
Ä .Thus I l T s 0 . It follows that I l H and all subspaces I l Lg
consist of nilpotent derivations of L. Now the Engel]Jacobson theorem
implies that I acts nilpotently on L . Since the map E2 : V ª V isp n y2 2
w x  . w x  .one-to-one and e , I s 0 , we also have I, V s 0 .n y2
 .As L is simple, the normalizer n I is a proper subalgebra of L . ByL pp
 .our remarks above, V [ V [ V ; n I . Let M be a maximal subal-y2 0 2 L p
 .gebra of L containing n I . As T ; M, we have M s [ Mp L iy2 F iF 2p
where M s M l V . Sincei i
w xV q V , V q V ; V q V q V ; M ,y1 1 y1 1 y2 0 2
 .  .the maximality of M implies that L rM ( V rM [ V rM is anp y1 y1 1 1
irreducible M-module. Let r denote the corresponding representation
 .M ª gl L rM . Obviously, M [ M ; ker r. Thus r remains irre-p y1 1
 .ducible when restricted to n I . As I consists of nilpotent derivations ofL p
L, I ; ker r necessarily holds.
We consider the filtration of L defined by M. Setp
L s L , L s M , L s x g L ¬ x , L ; L for i G 0. 4y1. p 0.  iq1.  i. p  i.
  .4  .Let r denote the largest integer in the set i ¬ L / 0 . As L q n I s i. L p
w x  .L , then L o M whence r - `. As T , M ; M, all L are ad T -stable.p  i.
We have already shown that M q I q M ; ker r ; L . As I ; V wey1 1 1. 0
obtain
w xL , I ; V q V , I q I ; M q M q I ; L .p y1 1 y1 1 1.
Therefore I ; L whence r G 2. Thus any homogeneous element a g L2.  r .
 .2 .  .enjoys the property ad a L s 0 contrary to our supposition. Hence
we may conclude that V acts faithfully on V .0 2
 .g Note that V s B is not dependent on n . Thus we may switch2
from n to any other root d g G and obtain that h acts as 2 Id on V .0 d 2
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Then h y h acts trivially on V , whence h s h . Consequently, there isn d 2 n d
h [ h g H such that1 n
w xV , V l H s Fh .2 y2 1
In addition, all V have the following invariant description:i
w x  4V s x g L ¬ h , x s ix , i g "2, " 1, 0 . 4i 1
ÄNext we recall that dim V F 1 for all g g G. So nil H annihilates V2, g 2
Ä  .   ..whence nil H s 0 see f . Therefore,
ÄH s T .
 .  .As a consequence of 21 we obtain by use of the symmetry of G0
f , V , f , V s 0 for all m g G . 22 .  .m 2 m 2 0
 .h We are now purposed to show that
x , x , f / 0 for all m g Gm 0
 .and for every root vector x g V _ 0 . Thus suppose on the contrary that1, g
w w xx  .  . u, u, f s 0 for some u g V _ 0 , n g G . Let a, b g V . By 22 asn 1, g 0 2
w x w x  ..u, b g V , V s 0 ,1 2
2 2u , u , F a , b s u , u , F a , b s u , u , f , F a , b .  .  .n n n n
w x w xs u , u , f , f , a , b s 0.n n
w w 2 .xxAs the action of V on V is faithful, u, u, F a s 0. Then0 2 n
 .2 .  .ad u V s 0 necessarily holds. Alsoy2
3 3ad u V s ad u F V .  .  .  . .y1 n 1
2 2w x; ad u f , ad u V q u , f , ad u V .  .  .  .  .  .n 1 n 1
s 0 . .
 .3Therefore ad u s 0, whence u g E. Next
2 2ad u F V s ad u f , V s 0 . .  .  .  .  . .n 2 n 2
Let z g Z . Thend
3 2w x w x0 s ad u z , f s 3 ad u z , u , f . 23 .  .  .  . .n n
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 .2 .Observe that ad u z g V s Fe . Thus2, 2gqd 2gqd
2ad u z s le .  . 2gqd
 .for some l g F. Recall that, according to a and the symmetry of G ,0
ad e : V ª V2gqd y1 1
 .is bijective provided 2g q d g G . As, similarly, ad f : V ª V is bijec-0 n 1 y1
w w xx  .tive, we obtain e , u, f / 0. Now 23 shows that l s 0, thereby2gqd n
 .2 .  .proving that ad u z s 0. Since V s Z [ F V we have0 n 2
3 2ad u s 0, ad u V q V q V q V s 0 . .  .  .  .2 1 0 y2
 .2 .  .2 .  .Then ad u L s ad u V is an ad T -stable inner ideal of L. Lety1
X  .2 .  .B ; ad u L be a minimal ad T -stable inner ideal of L. We proved
above that
2 2XB ; ad u L s ad u V ; V . .  .  .  .y1 1
 .  .  X X X. X X XAccording to b , choosing an sl 2 -triple u , ¨ , h with u g B , ¨ gd
X  . XV , h g H. Applying the results of c to the inner ideal B givesy1, yd
X  w X x 4  . XB s x g L ¬ h , x s 2 x . According to f , H acts faithfully on B . Since
hX y 2h annihilates BX ; V we obtain hX s 2h . Hence BX s V . It fol-1 1 1 1
 .lows from g that
w x X w xV , V l H s Fh s Fh s V , V l H .1 y1 1 2 y2
Set
X w X xV s x g L ¬ h , x s ix . 4i
X  .  .Then V s V for all i, and the ``9''-analogues of a ] g imply thati 2 i
X  .  4 w X X x  .V s 0 for i f "2, " 1, 0 and V , V s 0 . If p ) 5, this impliesi 2 1
 .V s 0 contradicting the assumption that u g V . If p s 5, then1 1, g
w x w X X xV , V s V , V s 0 . .y2 1 1 2
This contradicts the fact that ad f : V ª V is an isomorphism. Thusn 1 y1
 .the claim h is proved.
 .i We now determine dimensions. Choose any n g G and let V s0 0
w x  w x 4Z [ R where R s f , V and Z s x g V ¬ e , x s 0 be the decompo-n 2 0 n
 .sition mentioned in c . As dim V s p, then dim R s p and dim V s p.2 y2
 .  .  .Pick d g G_ 0 with d h s 0. Then V s L d . Clearly, T l Z s1 0 p
 .  .ker n and d T l Z / 0. As Z acts as derivations on V ( A 1; 1 , it2
 .embeds into W 1; 1 . So
dim Z F 1 ; i s 0, . . . , p y 1.id
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 .We now arrive at a point where one has to know that V / 0 . Suppose1
 .  . p .  .the contrary. Then V s V s 0 and ad V L s 0 . Moreover, the1 y1 " 2
w xsimplicity of L yields V l L s V , V s  L q Fh . This implies0 2 y2 i/ 0 id 1
that
w x jpT ; L q Fh ; ker d , . id 1
i , j/0
 .a contradiction. Thus V / 0 .1
1 .  .Choose g g G with V / 0 , and x g V _ 0 . Recall that g s n q1, g 1, g 2
w w xx  .i d for some i , and V s f f , V / 0 for all j. Due to0 0 y2, ynqjd n n 2, nqjd
 . w x  .h , x, V / 0 whencey2, ynqjd
V s e , x , V / 0 for all j. .1, 1r2.nqjd n y2, y2nqjd
 .Since dim Z F 1, h also shows that the mappingjd
w xV ª Z , x ¬ x , x , f1, 1r2.nqjd jd n
is induced by a quadratic form without nontrivial zeros. Thus
dim V s dim Z s 1 for all j.1, 1r2.nqjd jd
As a result, dim V s p for all i / 0, dim V s 2 p, andi 0
dim L s 6 p , dim L m s 6 for all m g G . .p p 0
 . w x  .Next take x g V _ 0 , set y [ x, f / 0, and recall from h that1, 1r2.n n
w x  .z [ x, y / 0 is contained in Z l T s ker n . Thus g z / 0 for all g g
w  .x  .G_F n and z, L n s 0 . Therefore H [ Fx q Fy q Fz constitutes ap
Heisenberg algebra, and every composition factor of the H-module
 .L rL n is p-dimensional. Thus we obtain that p divides 6 p y 6, ap p
 .contradiction. Therefore our assumption in a is not true.
 .  .  .j We have now proved that L contains an sl 2 -triple e, f , h such
that
2 w x w xad e L s Fe, t , e s 2 e, t , f s y2 f for some t g T . .  .
w xBy 1 ,
L s L [ L [ L [ L [ L , 24 .y2 y1 0 1 2
 w x 4where L s x g L ¬ h, x s ix . Moreover, L s Fe, L s Ff and thei 2 y2
 .  w x.map ad e : L ª L is bijective with the inverse ad f see 1, 19 . Wey1 1
also have
w x w x w xL , L s L , L s L , L s 0 . .1 2 2 2 y2 y2
5 .Then ad L s 0 for each i / 0 and L s L [ L [ L [ L [ Li p y2 y1 0 1 2
where L is the p-envelope of L in L .0 0 p
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w x  .By 1 , L s Z [ Fh where Z is the centralizer of the sl 2 -triple0
 .e, f , h . Clearly, L s Z [ Fh, where Z is the p-envelope of Z in L .0 p
 w x w x 4This shows Z s x g L ¬ x, e s x, f s 0 . By our choice of t, eitherp
t y h s 0 or t y h is a nonzero toral element of Z. In any event L0
contains a 2-dimensional torus T with h g T .1 1
 . w x  .  .k We first suppose that L , L s 0 . In this case 24 definesy1 y2
 .3a Z-grading of L. It follows that ad x s 0 for each x g L whence" 2
 . g  w x  .exp l ad x g Aut L for all l g F. Let L s x g L ¬ t, x s g t x fori i
4 Uevery t g T where g g T . Let h denote the unique T -weight of L . We1 1 1 2
 .4 g gclaim that ad u s 0 for any u g L j L . By symmetry, it suffices to1 y1
g  .4 .  .4 .prove the claim for u g L . Obviously, ad u L s ad u L ; L .1 y2 2
 .4  .4 .  .This implies ad u s 0 unless h s 2g . Suppose ad u L / 0 and
 .consider the 1-section L g with respect to T . Let e, h, f , u denote the1
 . w ximages of e, h, f , u under the canonical epimorphism L g ª L g . Then
4w xFe [ Fh [ Ff ( sl 2 , u , e s 0, and ad u f s e. .  .  .
Moreover, the eigenvalues "2 of the endomorphism ad h both have
`.w x w xmultiplicity 1. Since h is a toral element of L g , Demuskin's result 9Æ
w x`.  .2.says that L g \ H 2; 1 . Now it is immediate from Lemma 1.3 that
w x  . w x  .L g ( W 1; 1 and p s 5. There is an isomorphism C : L g ª W 1; 1
 .  .  . w xsuch that either C h s x­ or C h s 1 q x ­ . As u, e s 0, we have
 .  .  .C h s x­ . The only subalgebra of W 1; 1 isomorphic to sl 2 containing
2 2w x  .  .x­ is F­ q Fx­ q Fx ­ . As u, e s 0 we have C e g Fx ­ , c f g F­
4 4 .  .  .and C u g Fx ­ . Then ad u f s 0, a contradiction.
 .4Thus, ad x s 0 for every weight vector x g L j L . The argument1 y1
w x  .presented in 19 shows now that exp t ad x g Aut L whenever x g
g w xD L and t g F. Now reasoning as in 19 one can note that theg "1
 .0connected algebraic group G s Aut L is simple and ad L is a simple
 .ideal of Lie G . In particular, this means that L s L. It is well knownp
 .  w x.  .that dim Lie G rad L F 1 see, for example, 13 . Hence Lie G has no
 .tori of dimension ) 3. But then rk G F 3. As p ) 3, it follows that
 .  .Lie G is a simple Lie algebra. Therefore Lie G is of toral rank 2, whence
G is of type A , B , or G , and so is L. So it is not difficult to observe that2 2 2
Ä  .all 2-dimensional tori in L are G-conjugate. Hence H s H s T s Lie Tp
 .  .  .where T is a maximal torus of G. But then L a s L a ( gl 2 .p
 .2  ..Consequently, ad a L a ; T l H implies a g T which is impossiblea
 . pas ad a s 0 and T is a torus.
 . w x  .l Thus L , L / 0 . Clearly, this forces p s 5. Let r s Fe [y1 y2
w x w x  .Fh [ Ff. It is proved in 19 that L , L / 0 implies that L is noty1 y2
 .  .  .semisimple as an ad r -module. Let S L denote the socle of the ad r -
w x  .module L. By 19 , S L is a subalgebra of codimension 2 in L, L [y2
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 .  .L [ L ; S L , and r acts irreducibly on LrS L . We consider the fil-0 2
 .tration of L defined by S L . So we set
L s L, L s S L , .y1. 0.
w xL s x g L ¬ x , L ; L for i G 0. 4 iq1.  i.  i.
  .4Let r be the largest integer in the set i ¬ L / 0 . i.
 .  .  .The Lie algebra S L acts on V s L rL . Let F : S L ª gl V bey1. 0.
 .  .the corresponding representation. As dim V s 2, we have F r s sl V
 .   ..  .whence sl V ; F S L ; gl V .
 .  . w x  .  .Suppose that F Z ; sl V . As Z, r s 0 and F r is irreducible,
 .  .  .F Z acts on V by scalar multiplications. But then F Z ; sl V en-
 .  .forces F Z s 0 . It follows that Z ; L . As L acts nilpotently on L1. 1.
so does Z. But then Z must act nilpotently on L contrary to the fact
 .   ..  .T l Z / 0 . Thus, L rL ( F S L ( gl 2 .1 0. 1.
w x  .By Wilson's theorem 33 , L is isomorphic as a filtered Lie algebra to a
classical or Cartan type Lie algebra with its standard filtration. Arguing as
before shows that L cannot be classical.
 .Thus L is of Cartan type. As dim LrL s 2 and L rL ( gl 2 ,0. 0. 1.
 .  .then L ( W 2; n . This yields r G 2 p y 4 s 6. As t g S L , the subspace
 .  . w xL is ad t -stable. Pick ¨ g L _ 0 such that t, ¨ g F¨ . Pick a toral r .  r .
4  . i .element s g T such that T s Ft q Fs. Let N s  F ad s ¨ . Clearlyis0
w xT , N ; N and N ; L . It follows that L contains a nonzero weight2. 2.
vector relative to ad T. Let m G 2 be the largest integer for which Lm.
 .contains a nonzero weight vector relative to ad T. Pick u g L _ 0m.
w x  .2 .  .satisfying T , u ; Fu. Since ad u L is an ad T -invariant subspace
 .2 .  .contained in L , our choice of m forces ad u L s 0 . Hence u is2 my1.
a homogeneous sandwich of L.
This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
7. RIGID ROOTS
We retain the assumptions of Section 1. Our next goal is to gain some
 .information about those L a which have no element satisfying thep
 .  .  .conditions 1 , 2 , 3 of Theorem 6.3. We say that a g G is rigid if for any
 .  .2  ..nonzero homogeneous element a g L a the inclusion ad a L a ;p
 . p .  .  .T l H implies ad a L / 0 . Let L a denote the p-envelope ofa
 .  .L a in L and L a the a-section of L .p p p
LEMMA 7.1. Let a g G be a rigid root.
 .   . .  .1 Let A be a L a q T -in¨ariant subalgebra of L a such thatp
1. ÄA ; T l ker a . Then A l H ; T l ker a and dim A l L F 1 for eachia
i g FU.p
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 .  .  .2 Let G ; L a be a subalgebra containing L a q T. Thenp
 .LrL a considered as a G-module has a faithful composition factor. If a is
 .sol¨ able, then e¨ery composition factor of LrL a is faithful.
 .  .  w p x.U3 If rad L a o H then there is w g D L such that g wig F iap
/ 0 for all g g G_F a .p
 .   . .  .Proof. 1 Let A be a L a q T -invariant subalgebra of L ap
1. Ä  .with A ; T l ker a . Let a g A l H. Denote by Fa the p-envelopep
 .  .2  ..of Fa in L . It is straightforward that, for each u g Fa , ad u L ap p
w p x  .; T l ker a . As a is rigid we have u / 0 whence Fa has nop
p-nilpotent element / 0. In particular, this means that a is semisimple.
Ä  .But then A l H ; T l ker a . Let now x, y g A l L _ 0 . Then, foria
  ..2  ..  .w p xeach l g F, ad l x q y L a ; T l ker a . Moreover, l x q y s
p w p x w p x w p x w p x Äl x q y . Since x , y g A l H s T l ker a \ Ft and a is rigid,
there are j , j g FU such that x w p x s j t, y w p x s j t. Now it is clear that1 2 1 2
 .w p x Ul x q y s 0 for some l g F . As a is rigid, y s yl x.0 0 0
 .2 Assume that the statement is not true. Let M be a composition
 .  .factor of the G-module LrL a . Let r : G ª gl M denote the corre-
 .sponding representation and B [ ker r. By assumption B / 0 .
 .Suppose B contains a nilpotent subalgebra I / 0 which is stable under
 .  .  .L a q T. Then A [ C I / 0 is abelian and stable under L a q T.
ÄUDecompose A s  A q A l H into root spaces, and let x gig F iap
Ä 2 .  .   ..  .UD A j A l H . Since a is a root and ad x L a s 0 we haveig F iap
 w p x.  .a x s 0. Moreover, r x acts trivially on M s  M . Thus thereg f F a gp
 w p x. Uis a root g g G_F a satisfying g x s 0. As a , g span T this meansp
 w p x.that d x s 0 for all d g G, i.e., x is p-nilpotent. As a is rigid, x s 0.
 .Therefore 0 is the only nilpotent subalgebra which is stable under
 .L a q T.
Ä .Suppose that B l  L s 0 . Then B ; H is nilpotent contrary toi/ 0 ia
  . .1.the preceding step. Therefore, B l L a q T is a nonzero ideal of
 .  .L a q T , that contains no nonzero nilpotent ideal of L a q T.
  . .1.  .Suppose a is solvable. Then L a q T ; K a is nilpotent. This
 .contradicts the preceding result proving the statement of Lemma 7.1 2 for
solvable roots.
 .Now let a be nonsolvable. Then L a has a unique ideal S containing
 .  .  .rad L a and such that Srrad L a is simple. In addition, L a rS and
 .  .  .  .rad L a are nilpotent cf. Lemma 1.2 . As B l L a / 0 is not nil-
 .  .n.  .potent, we have S ; B q rad L a . In this case F L a / 0 annih-n
 .n.ilates M. Since M has been chosen arbitrary, and F L a is perfectn
 .n.  .  .n.then F L a annihilates LrL a . Clearly, F L a annihilatesn n
 .  .n.  .n.  .n.L a rF L a , hence also LrF L a . Consequently, F L a isn n n
a nonzero ideal of L, contradicting the simplicity of L.
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 .  .   ..  .3 By assumption, rad L a r T l ker a l rad L a / 0 . Let A
 .   . .  . / 0 be a minimal L a q T -invariant subalgebra of rad L a r T l
 ..  .ker a l rad L a , and denote by A the inverse image of A in rad L a .
1. .The minimality of A and the solvability of rad L a imply that A ; T l
ker a . If A ; H then the first part of this lemma shows that A ; T l
U .ker a , whence A s 0 , a contradiction. Thus there is k g F such thatp
 .A l L / 0 . Let w be a nonzero element of A l L . Thenk a k a
 .2  ..  w p x.ad w L a ; T l H . As a is rigid we get g w / 0 for all g ga
G_F a .p
We now study rigid roots in more detail.
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose a is sol¨ able and rigid. Then there is k / 0 such
1  .  .  .that dim L F p y 1 . If a composition factor of LrL a as a L a -k a 2
module has dimension - p2, then there is k / 0 such that dim L F 1.k a
 . UProof. Recall that K a s H q  L is a nilpotent ideal ofa ig F iap
 .  .  .L a q T. Let A ; K a q T l ker a denote an ideal of L a q T
maximal subject to the condition that A1. ; T l ker a . According to
Lemma 7.1 we have
ÄA l H ; T l ker a , dim A F 1 ; i g F .ia p
  . w x 4Set I [ x g K a ¬ x, A ; T l ker a .
 .  .Suppose I s A. Then K a rA maps injectively into gl ArT l ker a .
 .  .Moreover, as K a is nilpotent, K a rA acts nilpotently on ArT l ker a .
Therefore, one can simultaneously represent these endomorphisms by
strictly upper triangular matrices. Thus
1dim K a rA F dim ArT l ker a dim ArT l ker a y 1 .  .  .2
1F p y 1 p y 2 . .  .2
 .Take k / 0 with dim K a rA minimal. Thenk a k a
1p y 1 dim K a y 1 F dim K a rA F p y 1 p y 2 , .  .  .  .  . .k a 2
1whence dim L s dim K F p. Thus we have even more dim Lk a k a k a2
1  .F p y 1 .2
  . .Now let I / A. Since L a q T rA acts triangulably on ArT l ker a
 .  .there is an ad T -invariant ideal I ; I of L a with dim I rA s 1. Set0 0
1. w xI s Fx q A. By definition of I, one has I ; I, A ; T l ker a . This0 0
contradicts the maximality of A.
 .  . 2Suppose LrL a has a L a -composition factor of dimension - p .
 . wDue to Lemma 7.1 this is a faithful L a -module. Now 27, III, Theorem
.x  .3 shows that dim L a F p q 1. Then dim L F 1 for some k / 0.k a
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LEMMA 7.3. Suppose a is classical and rigid. Then
 .   ..1.1 rad L a ; T l ker a ,
 .  .   . .2 if rad L a o T l ker a , then rad L a q T l ker a rT l
w xker a is an irreducible L a -module.
 .   .. U3 dim L l rad L a F 1 and dim L F 2 for each i g F ,ia ia p
Ä .   ..4 dim H l L a F 2.
 .  jProof. To simplify notation we set r s rad L a , d s min j ) 0 ¬ r ;
4  .  .  .T l ker a . Obviously, rad L a s r l L a . As L a rr is the uniquely
w x  .  .determined semisimple p-envelope of L a , we have L a rr ( sl 2 as
 .restricted algebras. Clearly, every ideal of L a is T-invariant.
Ä k Ä ÄFor k g N, put V s r q T l ker a , V s V rV . The adjoint actionk k k kq1
w x  .of L induces restricted representations t : L a ª gl V , k s 1, . . . ,p k k
d y 1. If d s 1, then by definition, r s T l ker a and we are done.
Now suppose that d ) 1. For dr2 F k F d y 1 one has by definition
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV , V ; V ; T l ker a , L a , V ; V . .k k d k k
Lemma 7.1 therefore shows that
Ä Ä ÄV l H ; T l ker a , dim V l L F 1 for all i / 0.k k ia
w x U  .We now consider the L a -module V . There exist s g F , h g t H ,k p k
 .  .  .  .e g t L , and f g t L such that e, f , h is a sl 2 -triple. Thek sa k ysa
above shows that 0 is not an eigenvalue of h on V . Then h has eigenvaluek
w x1 in every composition factor of the L a -module V . Since the eigenspacesk
of h on V are 1-dimensional this means that V is an irreduciblek k
w x  .L a -module. If d G 4, then the above applies to the modules V / 0dy1
Ä .and V / 0 . Thus V has a T-weight of multiplicity 2, a contradic-dy2 dy2
tion.
 . Suppose d s 2. The above shows that V s r q T l ker a r T l1
. w xker a is irreducible over L a , dim r l L F 1 for all i / 0 and r lia
ÄH ; T l ker a . This proves the lemma in case d s 2.
 .Suppose d s 3. Let I ; V be an irreducible sl 2 -module. By con-1
struction this is a restricted module. The Lie multiplication in L induces a
 . w xsl 2 -module homomorphism w : I m I ª V . Due to 35 , I m I is gener-2
ated by its component of the 0-weight. However, 0 is not a weight of V .2
Ä  .Therefore w s 0. Let I be the inverse image of I in rad L a . Then
Ä1. ÄI ; T l ker a . By Lemma 7.1, every root space of I is 1-dimensional
Ä Äand 0 is not a weight of IrT l ker a . Therefore IrT l ker a is irre-
ducible, a contradiction.
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In order to handle rigid Witt roots we need the following special result
on the representations of the Witt algebra.
 .LEMMA 7.4. 1 Let V be a p-dimensional restricted indecomposable
 .  .W 1; 1 -module with 1-dimensional submodule F, such that F o W 1; 1 ? V.0.
 .Then V ( A 1; 1 .
 .  .2 Let W be a p-dimensional irreducible restricted W 1; 1 -module.
 .Suppose there is a nonzero W 1; 1 -in¨ariant mapping
2
c : W ª A 1; 1 . .H
 .Then there are weight ¨ectors ¨ , ¨ , w , w with respect to 1 q x ­ corre-1 2 1 2
 .sponding to pairwise different weights such that c ¨ , w g F*1 for i s 1, 2.i i
 .  .Proof. 1 Let V s VrF. Then V is a p y 1 -dimensional nontrivial
 .  .   .W 1; 1 -module. Hence V ( A 1; 1 rF this is the only nontrivial W 1; 1 -
w x.module of dimension - p 7 . Let ¨ g V be the unique eigenvector with
py1 i .respect to x­ such that ¨ s x q F. Then x­ ? ¨ g F for each i G 2.
 i . X iBy our assumption, x­ ? ¨ s 0 for each i G 2. Hence V s  F­ ? ¨ isiG 0
 . X Xa W 1; 1 -submodule of V. If V is a proper submodule then dim V s p y
1 and V s V X [ F is split. As this is wrong by our assumption, V s V X.
p  .Since V is a restricted module, ­ ? V s 0 . Hence
py1
i pV s F­ ? ¨ , ­ s 0,
is0
and so V is induced from the uniquely determined 1-dimensional
 .  .W 1; 1 -module. Therefore V ( A 1; 1 .0.
 .   .42 Let z s 1 q x. As dim W s p then W s fu ¬ f g A 1; 1 and the
 .action of W 1; 1 on W is given by
z s­ fu s z s­ f q lsz sy1 f u 25 .  .  .  . .
U w x.for some l g F 7 . We remark that all eigenspaces of W with respectp
to z­ are 1-dimensional.
 . 2  .a Put s [ F­ [ Fz­ [ Fz ­ . Then s ( sl 2 . Let W be an1
w x  .irreducible s-submodule of W. According to 35 the sl 2 -submodule
 2 .  .c H W in A 1; 1 is generated by the 0-eigenspace of z­ . Therefore1
 2 .c H W ; F.1
 2 .  .Suppose c H W s 0 . Then c induces an s-invariant mapping1
X  .c : W = WrW ª A 1; 1 . If j is a weight of W , so is yj. But then j is1 1 1
not a weight of WrW . Therefore1
F l c X W = WrW s 0 . .  .1 1
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 .Since each nonzero s-submodule of A 1; 1 contains F, we must have
X  .  .   .  .4c s 0. In other words, c W n W s 0 . As w g W ¬ c w n W s 01
 .is a W 1; 1 -submodule of W, this gives c s 0. As this is false we obtain
 2 .c H W s F.1
 .b As W is s-irreducible, c ¬ is a nondegenerate skewsym-1 W n W1 1
metric s-invariant bilinear form on W . In particular, dim W is even. If1 1
dim W ) 2 then W has at least 4 different weights "i, " j. So one can1 1
 .  .select weight vectors ¨ , ¨ , w , w such that c ¨ , w s 1 s c ¨ , w .i j yi yj i yi j yj
Thus in what follows we may assume that dim W s 2.1
 .It is immediate from 25 that each s-submodule of W contains u.
 .  . .  . .  .Hence W s Fu [ Fzu. By 25 , z­ u s lu, z­ zu s l q 1 zu. Since1
 .tr z­ s 0, we have l s y1r2.W1
 .  a b .c Let a, b, c g F . Comparing eigenvalues gives c z u, z u sp
 . aqby1  .  .  .n a, b z , where n a, b g F. Since c is W 1; 1 -invariant 25 yields
a q b y 1 n a, b s a y sr2 n a q s y 1, b .  .  .  .
q b y sr2 n a, b q s y 1 . .  .
Suppose b s s s 0. Then
a y 1 n a, 0 s an a y 1, 0 . 26 .  .  .  .
Suppose a s p y 1, b s 0, s s 3. Then
y2n p y 1, 0 s y1 y 3r2 n 1, 0 q y3r2 n p y 1, 2 . 27 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .It follows from 26 that
p y 1 p y 2 3 2
n p y 1, 0 s ? ??? ? n 1, 0 s yn 1, 0 . .  .  .
p y 2 p y 3 2 1
 .Now 27 gives
y3r2 n p y 1, 2 s y2 y1 q 1 q 3r2 n 1, 0 , .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .whence n p y 1, 2 s y3n 1, 0 . We have proved in a that c ¬ isW n W1 1
 .  .nonzero. As W s Fu [ Fzu, we must have c zu, u s n 1, 0 1 / 0. Set-1
py1 2ting ¨ s z u, ¨ s zu, w s z u, w s u finishes the proof.1 2 1 2
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose a is Witt and rigid. Then dim L F p q 1 for allia
i g F . One of the following holds.p
 .i dim L F 2 for all i g F .ia p
 . 2ii dim L G p for all g g G_F a .g p
 .  .iii a is improper, n F 2 for all i g F , and n a G 4.ia p
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Proof. At first we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.3. We adopt the
Ä  . w x  .notion of r , d, V ,V , observe that L a rr ( L a ( W 1; 1 as restrictedk k
Lie algebras, and handle the case d s 1 as in that lemma.
For dr2 F k F d y 1 one has by definition
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV , V ; V ; T l ker a , L a , V ; V . .k k d k k
Lemma 7.1 shows that
Ä ÄV l H ; T l ker a , dim V l L F 1 for all i / 0.k k ia
w xWe now consider the L a -module V . The above shows that 0 is not ak
weight of V . Since the T-weight spaces of V are 1-dimensional thisk k
 .  .means that V is the p y 1 -dimensional irreducible module for W 1; 1 .k
 .If d G 4, then the above applies to the modules V / 0 and V /dy1 dy2
Ä .0 . Thus V has a T-weight of multiplicity 2, a contradiction.dy2
 .  .Suppose d s 2. Then V s r q T l ker a r T l ker a is irreducible1
Äw xover L a , dim r l L F 1 for all i / 0 and r l H ; T l ker a . Thisia
proves the lemma in case d s 2.
Äw w  . xxSuppose d s 3. Given a g r one has a, a, L a ; V ,k a ja 2, 2 kqj.a
w w xx  .and a, a, r ; T l ker a \ Ft. Thus a defines p y 1 linear map-ja
pings
q a : L a rr ª V , j k y2k mod p . .  .  .jaj ja 2, 2 kqj.a
 .Since these spaces are at most 1-dimensional, one obtains p y 1 homo-
geneous forms on r of degree 2. As T l ker a s Ft is 1-dimensionalk a
p  .there is a homogeneous form l of degree p on r defined by a s l a t.k a
Standard algebraic geometry shows now that, if dim r G p q 1, thenk a
 .  .  .there is a g r _ 0 such that q a s 0 for all j k y2k mod p andk a j
 .  .2  .. w p xl a s 0. The element a satisfies ad a L a ; T l ker a , a s 0.
This contradicts the rigidity of a . Consequently, dim r F p, whencek a
dim L F p q 1 for all k g F .k a p
 .  .Let M be a composition factor of LrL a as a L a -module. Suppose
3 Ä Ädim M G p . Since V o H, Lemma 7.1 yields the existence of w g2
 w p x.UD L with g w / 0 for all g g G_F a . Then w acts invertibly onig F ia pp
M. This yields
p dim M s dim M G p3g
 .for any g g G such that M / 0 . If this is true for any composition factorg
M we have dim L G p2 for all g g G_F a . So from now on we assumeg p
that dim M - p3.
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Äw xSince V is irreducible and r is nilpotent we have r , V ; Ft. Thus2 2
Äthere is a bilinear mapping c : r = V ª F such that2
Äw xx , y s c x , y t ; x g r , y g V . . 2
Ä  . 4  .Set J [ x g r ¬ c x, V s 0 . Then J is a nilpotent ideal of L a .2
Ä Ä Ä .Suppose that c V , V / 0. The irreducibility of V implies J l V s2 2 2 2
Ä 1. .Ft, r s J q V . There exists an ideal J ; J of L a such that J ; Ft,2 0 0
Ä Ä .J / Ft. Then, with A [ J q V in Lemma 7.1, one obtains dim J q V0 0 2 0 2
Ä Ä .  .l L a s 1 s dim V l L a for all i whence J ; V . This is false.ia 2 ia 0 2
Ä Äw x  .As a consequence, V , V s 0 .2 2
 .Next assume c / 0. Then there is a nondegenerate pairing rrJ = V2
Ä .ª F induced by c . Thus for any basis t, e , . . . , e of V there are1 py1 2
w xelements f , . . . , f ; r such that e , f s d t. Now the representation1 py1 i j i, j
w x Xtheory of solvable Lie algebras 30 yields that every composition factor M
of M as a r-module has dimension G p py1. Then dim M G p3, a contra-
diction.
Äw x  .Consequently, c s 0. Then r , V s 0 . Theorem 2.2 applies and yields2
Ä .with I [ V and a as in Section 22
r ; a , M ( M m A s ; r , s s dim L a rL a l a , .  .  .
1.where M is an irreducible a-module. If r acts nilpotently on M then so
1. Ä ÄUit does on M. Recall that r q Ft s V o Ft. Thus every w g D V2 ig F 2p
 w p x.  .l L has the property that g w s 0 whenever M / 0 . Then a isia g
not rigid. Thus r acts nontriangulably on M. Then dim M G p. Conse-
 .  .quently, s F 1. Set G [ L a l a. Then G is a subalgebra of L a of
codimension F 1 which contains r. Therefore, G contains the inverse
 .image of W 1; 1 , i.e.,0.
G > x g L a ¬ x q r g W 1; 1 . . 4 .  .0
ÄTheorem 2.2 shows that M is the direct sum of irreducible V -modules,2
Ä ÄUwhich are all isomorphic. Since V is abelian there is l g V such that2 2
Ä Ä . w xevery ¨ g V acts as l ¨ Id on M. Therefore G, V annihilates M,2 2
Ä Äw x. w xwhence l G, V s 0. Therefore, G, V acts nilpotently on M.2 2
Äw xIf T ; G, then T , V acts nilpotently on M, which is false. This means2
that a is an improper root.
 .Next we are going to prove that n a G 4. We intend to apply Lemma
Ä Ä .7.4. Suppose V is W 1; 1 -decomposable. As dim V s p, we must have2 2
Ä X X X X . w xV s V [ Ft, where V ( A 1; 1 rF. From this it follows that V s G, V2 2 2 2 2
X  .acts nilpotently on M. But V is an ideal of L a , which acts nontrivially2
Ä .  .on M as a is rigid . This contradiction shows that V is W 1; 1 -indecom-2
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 .  .posable. Since Grr > W 1; 1 we are in the situation of Lemma 7.4 1 .0.
Ä  .So V ( A 1; 1 .2
 .  .Since V / 0 it contains an irreducible W 1; 1 -module W. It was1
mentioned above that V is a restricted module. Hence so is W. The Lie1
2 Ä .multiplication defines a W 1; 1 -invariant mapping c : H W ª V . If2
2 Ä Ä .  .c H W ; Ft then the preimage W of W in V is an ideal of L a1
Ä 1.satisfying W ; Ft. This, however, contradicts the rigidity of a . Thus
 2 .c H W o Ft. In particular, dim W ) 1. If dim W s p y 1, then W re-
 .  .mains irreducible when restricted to any sl 2 -triple in W 1; 1 . But then
 2 .  .  .c H W is isomorphic to an sl 2 -submodule of A 1; 1 generated by the
w x  2 .0-weight subspace 35 . This means c H W ; Ft, which is false. There-
w x  .  .fore dim W s p 7 . Now Lemma 7.4 2 applies and gives n a G 4.
Finally suppose that n G 3 for some i g FU. Theorem 5.4 ensures theia p
 .existence of a constant d G p such that dim L s d for all g g G_ 0 . Ifg
2  .d G p , then we are in case ii of this lemma.
Suppose d - p2. Then dim L - p3 for every g g G_F a . Ac-ig F gqia pp
cording to Lemma 1.5 there is g f F a such that W [  L rM ap ig F gqia gqiap
 .  . 2/ 0 . As n G 3, W is an irreducible K a -module of dimension pia
 .Lemma 1.6, Theorem 5.4 . We now consider  L as a module forig F gqiap
 .  .  .r and K a . Since a is improper one has K a s rad L a ; r. As r is
nilpotent and, for x g r , the only eigenvalue of ad x on  L isk a ig F gqiap
 w p x.1r pgiven by g x , there is an eigenvalue function l : r ª F such that, for
 .any u g r , ad u y l u Id is nilpotent on  L . The representationig F gqiap
w xtheory of nilpotent Lie algebras 38 yields that all composition factors of
 .this K a -module have the same dimension. We have seen above that
 .T o G. Therefore M / M whence all composition factors of the K a -
2  .module M are of dimension - p . On the other hand, the K a -module
2  .W has dimension p . This contradiction proves that we are in case iii of
the lemma.
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose a is Hamiltonian and rigid. Then
 .  .   ..  .2.1 L a rC L a ( H 2; 1 ,
 .2 a is improper,
 .3 p s 5,
 .  .4 n a s 0.
 . 25 dim L G p whene¨er g g G_F a .g p
 .Proof. a As before, let T l ker a s Ft with some toral element t.
 .  .Suppose rad L a / Ft. Let I be an ideal of L a minimal subject to the
 . 1. w  .xcondition Ft n I ; rad L a . Then I ; I, rad L a ; Ft. Lemma 7.1
 .  .2shows that dim IrFt F p y 1. Since dim g l IrFt F p y 1 -
 .2.  . w  .`. xdim H 2; 1 and rad L a annihilates IrFt, we have L a , I ; Ft.
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ÄThen I ; H. Lemma 7.1 yields I ; Ft, a contradiction. Therefore,
 .rad L a s Ft.
 .  .  .b Note that L a rrad L a is semisimple, and, by construction,
w x w xis a p-envelope of L a . Now all semisimple p-envelopes of L a are
w x  .  . w xisomorphic as restricted Lie algebras 30 . Thus L a rrad L a ( L a .
 . w xLet « : L a ª L a be the canonical epimorphism. The torus T acts on
w x  .2. w xL a as a 1-dimensional maximal torus. Therefore H 2; 1 ; L a ;
 .  w x. w xH 2; 1 cf. 6 . Due to 9 we may assume that T acts as Fh where
 .  . .  .h s D x x or h s D 1 q x x . First suppose that h s D x x .H 1 2 H 1 2 H 1 2
w  py2 py2 .x   py2 py2 ..2 w x.  .Then h, D x x s 0 and ad D x x L a s 0 . PickH 1 2 H 1 2
Ä py2 py2 .  .  .w g H l L a with « w s D x x . Interchanging w by w q1 1 H 1 2 1 1
lt with a suitable l g F if necessary we may assume that ww p x s 0. But1
 .2  ..  . p .  .then ad w L a ; Ft and ad w L s 0 contradicting the rigidity1 1
 . .of a . Thus h s D 1 q x x . This means that a is improper. PickH 1 2
Ä py2 py2 .  .  . .w g H l L a for which « w s D 1 q x x . If p ) 5, then2 2 H 1 2
  ..2 w x.  .ad « w L a s 0 . Arguing as before one now obtains p s 5.2
 .  .  .2.  .4 4. 4c Note that H 2; 1 s H 2; 1 [ FD 1 q x x [ Fx ­ [H 1 2 2 1
4 i i Ä .  . .   ..F 1 q x ­ . Set H [  FD 1 q x x and H [ « H l L a .1 2 0 1F iF 3 H 1 2
Then
4 44 4H ; H ; H q FD 1 q x x q Fx ­ q F 1 q x ­ . .  . .0 0 H 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .4 4. 4 Suppose a nonzero element E s l D 1 q x x q l x ­ q l 1 q0 H 1 2 1 2 1 2
.4 w  .2 2 .x x ­ is contained in H. If l / 0, then E, D 1 q x x s 2l D 11 2 2 H 1 2 2 H
1. Ä. .  .  .q x x g H , whence H l L a acts nontriangulably on L a . On the1 2
  . . w x   . .other hand, L a q Ft rFt ( L a as rad L a ; Ft . This means that
Ä Ä 1. 1. .   ..H l L a ; H q Ft. But then H l L a ; H acts nilpotently on
L. Thus l s 0.2
 .2 w x.  .A direct computation then shows that ad E L a s 0 . Choose an
Ä w p x p .inverse image w g H l L a . There is l g F such that w s l t. Then3 3
 .2  .. w p x¨ [ w y lt has the property that ad ¨ L a ; Ft and ¨ s 0. Thus3
the rigidity of a yields ¨ s 0 thereby proving that H s H . This gives0
w x  .2.L a s H 2; 1 .
 .d Set
L a [ «y1 span D x i x j ¬ i q j G l q 2 , l G y1. .  4 . .  .l H 1 2
We obtain a filtration
L a s L a > ??? > T l ker a > 0 . .  .  . .y1
 .  .2.Now L a is a central extension of H 2; 1 and hence is given by an
4 4  4 4.outer derivation D s r x ­ q r x ­ q r D x x and the associative1 1 2 2 2 1 3 H 1 2
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 .form L see Proposition 5.3 . Counting degrees one immediately concludes
that
D , L a ; L a , L L a , L a s 0. .  .  .  . . .  .  .  .1 4 4 1
 .Thus the extension splits when restricted to L a . Since a is improper1.
 . y1   . i j 4.  .  .one has K a ; « span D 1 q x x ¬ j G 3 . So K a ; L a .H 1 2 1.
Counting degrees of x and taking into account the splitting of the2
w x  . Uextension we obtain that K , K s 0 for each i g F . This meansia yia p
n s 0 for all i / 0.ia
 .e Set
iy1 jS [ « span D 1 q x x ¬ j G l q 1 , l G y1. . . 5 l . H 1 2 /
We obtain a filtration
L a s S > ??? > S > T l ker a > 0 . .  .y1. 3.
 .  .2.Now L a is a central extension of H 2; 1 and hence is given by an
 .4 4  .4 4.outer derivation D s r 1 q x ­ q r x ­ q r D 1 q x x and the1 1 2 2 2 1 3 H 1 2
 .associative form L see Proposition 5.3 . We claim that r s 0. Indeed, if1
w  .3 3.x  .2 2 ..this is not the case, then L D, D 1 q x x , D 1 q x x / 0H 1 2 H 1 2
yielding that t g H 1.. This contradicts our assumption that T is standard
w xwith respect to L. Thus r s 0. It follows that D, S ; S . So the1 0. 3.
w x  .extension splits when restricted to S . In particular, S , S s 0 .0. 1. 3.
 .Fix g g G_F a . Let M be a composition factor of the L a -modulep
 . L . Let r stand for the corresponding representation of L a inig F gqia5
 .gl M . Obviously, t acts on M as a nonzero scalar operator. Since S1.
 .acts nilpoently on L a there exists an eigenvalue function x on S1.
 .  .such that r x y x x Id is nilpotent for any x g S . Also x is linear on1.
S since S is abelian.3. 3.
Let e , f , f be the unique elements in D L satisfying2 2 3 i/ 0 ia
2 2 4« e s D 1 q x x , « f s D 1 q x x , .  .  .  . .  .2 H 1 2 2 H 1 2
3 4« f s D 1 q x x . .  . .3 H 1 2
 .  . .Pick an arbitrary e g T with « e s D 1 q x x . We obtain1 1 H 1 2
w x w x w x w xe , f s 2 f , e , f s f , e , f s f , e , f s 0.1 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 3 2 3
 .2 w x.An easy calculation shows, as p s 5, that ad f L a ; ker « for i si
w p x w p x U  .  .2, 3. As a is rigid this forces f , f g F t, whence x f / 0, x f / 0.2 3 2 3
 w x..Then the 2 = 2-matrix x e , f is lower triangular with nonzeroi 4yj
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w  .xelements on the diagonal. Therefore 28, Theorem 2.4 2 applies and gives
the estimate dim M G 52dim M , where M is an arbitrary S -submod-1. 1. 1.
w  3.  .3 2 .x  .2 4.ule of M. However, D x , D 1 q x x s D 1 q x x andH 2 H 1 2 H 1 2
w xhence f g S , S . In other words, the nilpotent algebra S acts2 1. 1. 1.
w xnontriangulably on M . By 38 , this yields dim M G 5, whence dim M1. 1.
G p3. Since f acts invertibly we obtain dim L G dim M s py1dim M G2 g g
p2.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
8. RIGID TORI
Let T be a 2-dimensional torus of L which is standard. We say that Tp
is a rigid torus if all roots of L with respect to T are rigid.
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose that T is a rigid torus.
 .1 No root in G is Hamiltonian.
 .  .2 Suppose a g G is a Witt root. Then a is improper, K a s rad
 .  .L a is abelian, and n a s 0.
 .3 Either dim L s 1 for all g g G, or else dim L s 2 for all g g Gg g
and e¨ery root in G is Witt.
 .  .4 n g F 2 for all g g G.
 .5 H ; T.
 .Proof. 1 Suppose that a is Hamiltonian. Then dim L s p for allia
i / 0. According to Lemma 7.6 the root spaces L for g g G_F a are atg p
least p2-dimensional. We conclude from Lemmas 7.2]7.6 that this is false.
 .  .3 If rad L g ; H for all g g G then dim L s 1. In order tog
 .  .prove 3 we now may assume that there is a g G such that rad L a o H.
 w p x.According to Lemma 7.1 there is w g D L such that b w / 0 fori/ 0 ia
all b g G_F a . Thenp
dim L s dim L ; i g F , j g FU . 28 .iaqj b j b p p
We intend to prove that all root spaces have the same dimension. If there
 .  .exist F -independent roots a , b g G satisfying rad L a o H, rad L b op
 .H then we conclude that d s d g [ dim L is independent of g .g
 .Now assume that there is a root a such that rad L a o H, and,
 .moreover, every root b g G_F a satisfies the conditions rad L b ; H.p
Note that in this case dim L s 1. We have to prove that dim L F 1 forb ia
all i / 0.
 .  .  .Suppose a H s 0. Then L a s K a is a nilpotent section and
whence it is a triangulable Cartan subalgebra of L of toral rank 1 20,
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x  .1.  .   .1..Theorem 1 . If L a / 0 , then A [ C L a is a nonzero abelian
  . .ideal of L a q T which acts nilpotently on L. In this case a is not
 .1.  .  .rigid. Thus L a s 0 . Now we set A [ L a and apply Lemma 7.1.
We get dim L F 1 for all i / 0.ia
 .Suppose a H / 0. Since L is simple we have
H s L , L . g yg
gfF ap
w x.Choose b g G_F a with a L , L / 0. Recall that b is either classi-p b yb
 .cal or Witt, and rad L b ; H.
 .  .If b is classical, then L b s L q H q L , and 28 now shows thatyb b
 .  .G ; yb q F a j F a j b q F a . There exist x g L , y g L ,p p p b yb
w x  .  .  .h s x, y so that x, y, h is a sl 2 -triple. Consider the sl 2 -module
L q L q L , i / 0.bqia ia ybqia
Note that x annihilates L and y annihilates L . Since everybqia ybqia
composition factor of L q L q L is at most 3-dimensionalbqia ia ybqia
there is n g FU such that, for any i g F ,p p
 4b q ia h g 2n , n , 0 . .  .
 .As a h / 0 this is impossible.
 .Therefore b is Witt. Let y be a p-nilpotent element of C T . SinceL p
dim L s 1 for every g g G_F a , y annihilates  L . The latterg p g g G _ F a gp
subspace generates L. Therefore y s 0 yielding H ; T. Now it is clear
 .  .that L b is a central extension of W 1; 1 .
U  .  ia .Pick i g F with L / 0 and put L s  L . By Schue'sp ia jg F iaqj bp
w x < < 2lemma, L s  L , L . As G_F a F p y p, we obtainia g g G _ F a g iayg pp
dim L F p2 y p, and therefore dim L ia . F dim L q p y 1 F p2 y 1.ia ia
 .If the central extension is not split, then there are root vectors e, f g L b
w xsuch that e, f s t where Ft s T l ker b. The representation theory of
the Heisenberg algebra yields that dim L s dim L for all i / 0.ia iaqb
Therefore we may assume that the extension splits.
 .  ia .Let M be a nontrivial composition factor of the L b -module L .
2 w x  4 w xSince dim M - p , 24 yields dim M g p y 1, p . Take h g L , Lb yb
 .  .1.  .  .with a h / 0 and identify L b + W 1: 1 with its image in gl M .
 .Suppose dim M s p. Then M is induced from a 1-dimensional W 1; 1 -0.
w x  .  .module M ; M 24 . If h g W 1; 1 , then h M ; M and hence h has0 0. 0 0
 .  .p distinct eigenvalues. If h f W 1; 1 , then one can argue as in case g0.
of Theorem 5.4 to obtain the same result. If dim M s p y 1, then M (
 .A 1; 1 rF, hence h has p y 1 distinct nonzero eigenvalues.
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 .  .Let g g ia q F b l G be such that g h / 0. It is immediate fromp
the above consideration that dim L coincides with the number of nontriv-g
 .1.  ia .  .ial composition factors of the L b -module L . Also, ia h / 0 and
U  .  .there exists j g F with ia h q j b h / 0. Then dim L s0 p 0 ia
dim L s 1.iaqj b0
Thus we conclude that there is d g N such that all roots spaces have
 .dimension d. We also have an estimate of d: If rad L g ; H for some
 .g g G then, as Lg / 0 by assumption, g is not solvable. Thus g is
 .classical or Witt, whence d s 1. Thus we may assume that rad L g o H
for all g g G. Let a , b be F -independent roots.p
Suppose a g G is not Witt. If a is solvable, then Lemma 7.2 implies
 . 2that d - p. Then dim  L - p , and a second application ofig F bqiap
Lemma 7.2 yields d s 1.
  ..If a is classical, then there is i / 0 with L s rad L a . Thenia ia
Lemma 7.3 yields d s 1.
It remains to prove that if a is Witt, then dim L F 2. This is donea
below.
 .  .4 Suppose that n g ) 2 for some g g G. According to Lemma 1.5
g Ä .there is d g G_F g such that  L rM is a nonzero K g -mod-p ig F dqig dqigp
ule, which according to Corollary 1.8, has dimension G p2. Then
dim L rMg G p. Consequently,d d
5 F p F dim L rMg F dim L rR F 2 dim L rK q n .d d d d d d d
Since no root is Hamiltonian, we have dim L rK F 1, whence n G 3.d d d
  .However, as d G p in this case, all roots are Witt see part 3 of this
.lemma . As p F d F p q 1 this contradicts Lemma 7.5.
 .  .We now prove the remaining part of 3 . Suppose a is Witt. Case ii in
 .Lemma 7.5 is impossible, since d F p q 1. Case iii does not occur, as
 .  .according to part 4 of this lemma n a F 2. Thus we have dim L F 2.a
 .2 Let a be Witt. We have proved that d F 2. Let M s  Mig F gqiap
  ..  . be a faithful composition factor of the T q L a -module LrL a see
. 2Lemma 7.1 . Then dim M - p .
  ..   ..Suppose T q L a rC T q L a is simple and so isomorphic to
 .W 1; 1 . If a is proper, let u be the root vector with respect to T , whose
 . py1  .2  ..image in W 1; 1 equals x drdx. Then ad u L a ; T l kera . As
2  .dim M - p , the representation theory of W 1; 1 yields that u acts nilpo-
w xtently on M 24 . But then u acts nilpotently on L. This contradicts the
rigidity of a .
  ..   .. wNext assume that T q L a rC T q L a is not simple. Then 27,
 .x w  .xIII, Corollary of Theorem 1 shows that 27, III, Theorem 3 applies.
 .  .  .  .Thus T q L a ( W 1; 1 [ A 1; 1 is the split extension of W 1; 1 by the
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 . w  .xabelian ideal A 1; 1 . Also, 27, III, Proposition 2 yields that
w  .  .xW 1; 1 , A 1; 1 acts nilpotently on M. If a is proper, then T s Fxdrdx0.
k  .[ F1 and so every root vector x g A 1; 1 , k / 0, acts nilpotently on L.
This contradicts the rigidity of a . Thus no Witt root can be proper.
 .  .Since a is improper, then K a ; rad L a . In both of the above cases
 .  .rad L a is abelian. Then n a s 0.
 . w x5 Suppose dim L s 1 for all g g G. If x g H is p -nilpotent theng
ad x annihilates all L and hence L. Thus x s 0, yielding H ; T.g
Suppose dim L s 2 for all g g G. Then g is Witt, and in the course ofg
 .  .   .the proof of 2 we have shown that T q L g + W 1; 1 [ A 1; 1 . From
this it follows that H s T.
We remind the reader of Winter's conjugation process. Let T denote a
torus of maximal dimension in a restricted Lie algebra L and x g L aa
  . 4root vector. Then t q a t x ¬ t g T is an abelian subalgebra of L and
therefore its p-envelope contains the unique maximal torus T X, which is
the set of all semisimple elements of the latter. It turns out that T X also
has maximal dimension and T can be obtained from T X by a similar
construction involving yx instead of x. So one defines an equivalence
relation on the set of tori of maximal dimension by setting that T is2
conjugate to T if T can be obtained from T by a finite number of the1 2 1
above switchings.
Although in the classification theory one has to start with an arbitrary
torus of maximal dimension in the semisimple p-envelope of a simple Lie
algebra, one immediately switches to a conjugate torus which has a
maximal number of proper roots. Also, given a root a , one can switch to a
conjugate torus which has the same a-section and for which this a-section
w  .xis proper 6, 1.9 .
Now let again L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2 and Lp
its semisimple p-envelope. We start with an arbitrary torus T of dimension
2 and then switch to a 2-dimensional torus T which has at least one1
w x  .proper 1-section. Due to 20 , C T is triangulable. We assume inL 1
addition that all roots with respect to T are rigid. Then Lemma 8.1 shows1
that every root space with respect to T is 1-dimensional and every Witt1
root is improper.
We are going to determine those simple Lie algebras L of absolute toral
rank 2 for which a given torus in L and all its conjugates are rigid.p
LEMMA 8.2. Let T be a 2-dimensional torus in L . Suppose that all rootp
spaces of L with respect to T are 1-dimensional, and each m g G is sol¨ able
  ..or classical. If there is a root a g G with a C T s 0, then L (L
  ..1.H 2; 1; F t .
 .Proof. Note that H s C T acts triangulably on L since dim L s 1L m
 .for all roots. Hence H s T l L [ I where I is the set of p-nilpotent
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w x  .  .elements of H. Since dim L s 1 we have I, L s 0 for any m g G_ 0 .m m
 .Hence I is an ideal of L, whence I s 0 , and H ; T.
 .The assumption implies that L a is nilpotent. Then it is a Cartan
w xsubalgebra of toral rank 1 in L. Now the results of 35, 20 yield L is one
 .  .  .2.  .of sl 2 , W 1; n , H 2; n; C . Since TR L s 2 we have
 . . 12L g W 1; 2 , H 2; 2, 1 , H 2; 1; F t , H 2; 1; D . .  . .  . .  . 5
 . w xEvery 2-dimensional torus of W 1; 2 has a 1-section which is Witt 29 , sop
L is not of this type. Since H ; T we have dim H F 2 and dim L F p2 qp
  ..2.1. Thus L cannot be of type H 2; 2, 1 . Finally, as all roots with respect
to T are solvable or classical, T is an optimal torus for L. Those tori for
 . w  .x H 2; 1; D have been described in 6, 11.1.3 and for that descriptionp
. wonly the assumption p ) 3 is needed . It has been established in 6,
 .x  .11.1.3 that H 2; 1; D has at least one Witt root with respect to anyp
 .optimal torus in H 2; 1; D , proving that L is not of this type. Thusp
1.  ..L ( H 2; 1; F t in the present case.
Our next result is of some independent interest. It indicates the impor-
tance of the Block]Wilson inequality.
THEOREM 8.3. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2, T a
2-dimensional torus in L . Suppose that T is standard with respect to L andp
 .n g F 2 for all g g G. If all 1-sections with respect to T are sol¨ able, then
  ..1.L ( H 2; 1; F t .
 .  .Proof. a By our assumption, H [ C T acts triangulably on L. WeL
 .first assume that b H / 0 for some root b. As L is simple there is
w x.a g G such that b L , L / 0. As b is solvable, a g G_F b so thata ya p
w  .x  4G ; F a q F b. Following 6, 5.6 define G [ g g G ¬ L / R . Sincep p R g g
all roots in G are solvable Lemma 1.1 says that
G s g g G ¬ n / 0 . 4R g
 .We also have, as n s n and n g F 2,g yg
dim L rR s n F 1 for all g g G.g g g
By construction, n / 0. Therefore L / M a for some d g G _ F aa d d p
 .   .. aLemma 1.5 . Thus the T q K a -module W [  L rM isig F dqia dqiap
 .nonzero, and a shows that its dimension is bounded from above by p.
Applying Proposition 5.2 we now obtain that dim L rM a s 1 for anydqia dqia
 .  . < <i g F . Therefore d q F a j yd q F a ; G . But G l F g F 2 forp p p R R p
each g g G. This forces
 4G s "a j d q F a j yd q F a . .  .R p p
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Since d g G , we may interchange a and d . There is n s ka such thatR
 4  .  .G s "d j n q F d j yn q F d . As p ) 3 this is impossible.R p p
 .  .b Thus g H s 0 for any g g G. This means that each 1-section
 .   .L g is a triangulable Cartan subalgebra L g cannot act nilpotently on
w x. w x  .  .L by 26, Theorem 1.5 . By 20, Theorem 1 , L is one of sl 2 , W 1; n ,
 .2.  .  .   ..2.H 2; n; C . As TR L s 2 then L is one W 1; 2 , H 2; 2, 1 ,
  ..1.  .H 2; 1; F t , or H 2; 1; D . In any case, T is an optimal torus. Suppose
 .  . w x w  .xL ( W 1; 2 or H 2; 1; D . By 29, Chap. V and 6, 11.1.3 L has a Wittp
  ..2. w  .xroot. Suppose L ( H 2; 2, 1 . By 29, Chap. VI.4 3 there exists b g G
such that each solvable root is contained in F b. But then G ; F bp p
whence L has absolute toral rank 1. This contradiction shows that L (
1.  ..H 2; 1; F t .
COROLLARY 8.4. Let T be a 2-dimensional torus in L . Suppose that allp
1-sections with respect to T are sol¨ able and all root spaces are 1-dimensional.
  ..1.Then L ( H 2; 1; F t .
 .Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 8.2 one obtains C T ; T. So T isL
 . 2 2standard with respect to L. Let a g G. Since dim LrL a - p y p - p ,
 .  .Theorem 5.4 1 yields n a F 2. Thus Theorem 8.3 applies to L complet-
ing the proof of the corollary.
We are now ready to prove our main theorems.
THEOREM 8.5. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2 o¨er
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p G 5 and T a 2-dimensional
torus in the semisimple p-en¨elope of L. Then L is either classical or
  ..1. Xisomorphic to H 2; 1; F t or there is a 2-dimensional torus T conjugate
 X .to T such that C T acts triangulably on L and L has homogeneousL
sandwiches with respect to T X.
 . XProof. a We assume that, for every torus T in L which is conjugatep
w xto T and has a proper root, all roots are rigid. Combining 20, Theorem 2
with the description of nontriangulable Cartan subalgebras in the re-
 w x.  X.stricted Melikian algebra cf. 20, Sect. 4 it is easy to see that C T actsL
triangulably on L. If a root of L with respect to T is Witt, then it is
 .improper Lemma 8.1 . Applying Winter's conjugacy process we find a
conjugate torus in L which has a proper Witt root. This root then is nop
longer rigid. Thus by our assumption all roots are either solvable or
 .classical. Moreover, dim L s 1 for all g g G Lemma 8.1 .g
 .b Suppose a is a classical root of L and let M be a faithful
 .  . irreducible composition factor of the L a -module LrL a cf. Lemma
.7.1 . Then there is b g G_F a such that M s  M . In particular,p ig F bqiap
w x  .dim M F p. Then 27 yields that L a is classical reductive, an extension
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 .  .of sl 2 by a 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra or isomorphic to sl 2 [
 .A 1; 1 .
 .In the second case we may switch the torus T inside L a to find ap
 .  .2  ..  . proot vector x g rad L a such that ad x L a ; T l ker a , ad x s
0. Then this will no longer be a rigid section.
 .In the third case we have dim L a s p q 3, dim H s 2 contradicting
the fact that dim L F 1 for all i / 0.ia
Thus every classical 1-section is classical reductive.
 .c If all roots in G are solvable or if a root a g G vanishes on H
then Lemma 8.2 and Corollary 8.4 yield the result. Thus we may assume
 .that G contains a classical root a , and m H / 0 for all m g G.
Suppose that there are 2 independent solvable roots b , g . Then there
 w p x.  w p x.  .are x g L , y g L with g x s 1, b y s 1 Lemma 7.1 . Thenb g
G s F b q F g . Therefore no root can be classical reductive. Thus allp p
roots would be solvable, contradicting our present assumption.
 .d Suppose that there are 2 independent roots b , g such that b is
classical and all b q ig , i g F are roots.p
 .If some b q kg is solvable, then b q b q kg is a root. Indeed, there
U  w p x. is j g F and y g L with b y / 0 as k / 0 and b q ka isp j bqk a .
.  .rigid . Hence b q sj b q ka g G for each s g F .p
 .As b q kr2 g g G by assumption, it cannot be classical. Thus 2b q kg
 .and b q kg are independent solvable roots. This contradicts c .
Therefore, all b q ig are classical. Consequently,
L s L q L g q L . . bqig ybqig
igF igFp p
w xAs L is simple we have H s  L , L .mf F g m ymp
 . w x.Since g H / 0 there is a root m f F g with g L , L / 0. Inter-p m ym
w x.changing b by "m if necessary we may assume that g L , L / 0.b yb
 .Consider the L b -modules
L i. s L q L q L .igqb ig igyb
w x  .These modules are at most 3-dimensional, and L , L s 0 . Chooseb igqb
 .  .  . .a sl 2 -triple e, f , h with e g L , f g L . Then either ig q b h s 0b yb
 . .  i.or ig y b h s 0 or L is irreducible. In any case
ig h g yb h , b h , 2 y b h ; i g F . 4 .  .  .  . p
 . w x.  .This implies g h s 0 whence g L , L s 0 as dim L s 1 . Thisb yb " b
contradiction shows that not all b q ig , i g F are roots.p
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 .e Let now b be any classical root. If g is a solvable root, then
b q F g ; G. This contradiction shows that all roots are classical reduc-p
 .  .  .  .tive, L m ( sl 2 [ T l ker m for all m g G_ 0 . Also, for any m g
 .G_ 0 not all m q kg , k g F are roots. We have now checked that thep
w xMills]Seligman axioms 18 hold for L. Thus L is classical.
For further references we deduce the following corollaries.
COROLLARY 8.6. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2
o¨er an algebraically closed field of characteristic p G 5 and T a 2-dimen-
sional torus in the semisimple p-en¨elope L of L, which is standard withp
respect to L. Suppose there is a g G such that n / 0. Then there is aa
X  X .2-dimensional torus T in L conjugate to T and such that C T actsp L
triangulably on L, L has homogeneous sandwiches with respect to T X, and
there is a X with respect to T X for which n X / 0.a
Proof. We may assume that T is a rigid torus. As n / 0, Lemma 8.1a
shows that a is either classical or solvable, and dim L s 1 for all g g G.g
 .Suppose a is classical. As we have seen in the previous proof L a is
 .classical reductive or isomorphic to a split extension of sl 2 by a 3-dimen-
 .sional Heisenberg algebra. The assumption n / 0 yields that rad L aa
acts nontriangulably on L. Thus we are in the second case and one can
 .  .switch the torus T inside L a to find a nonzero root vector x g rad L ap
 .2  ..  . psuch that ad x L a ; T l ker a and ad x s 0. Then the new torus
 .is no longer rigid. Clearly, rad L a remains stable under this switching,
and still acts nontriangulably on L. Therefore n X / 0 for some roots a Xa
with respect to the new torus.
Suppose a is solvable. Recall that there is a faithful irreducible compo-
 .  .sition factor M of the L a -module LrL a . As all root spaces of L with
w  .xrespect to T are 1-dimensional, dim M F p. Now 27, III, Theorem 3
 .shows that L a has the form
k
L a s Fh [ Fx [ Fy , 1 F k F p y 1, . [ i
is0
w x w x w x w xh , x s yx , h , y s iy , x , y s y , y , y s 0.i i i iy1 i j
 .Moreover, r y is nilpotent for all 1 F i F k. Here Fh q Fy is a torusi 0
possibly different from T. However, in solvable Lie algebras all maximal
w x  .tori are conjugate 36 . Thus one can switch T inside L a to Fh q Fy .p 0
w w  .xx  .  . pNow y has the properties y , y , L a s 0 , ad y s 0. Thus the1 1 1 1
w xnew torus has a solvable root which is nonrigid. Moreover, y , x acts1
  .nonnilpotently on L otherwise L a contains a nonzero ideal acting
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.nilpotently on the faithful irreducible module M which is impossible .
X
XThen n / 0 for a suitable root a with respect to the torus Fh q Fy .a 0
 . w xSet K 9 a [  K q  K , K .i/ 0 ia i/ 0 ia yia
COROLLARY 8.7. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2
o¨er an algebraically closed field of characteristic p G 5 and T a 2-dimen-
sional torus in the semisimple p-en¨elope L of L, which is standard withp
 .respect to L. Suppose there is a g G such that K 9 a acts nontriangulably on
L. Then there is a 2-dimensional torus T 9 in L conjugate to T and such thatp
 .C T 9 acts triangulably on L, L has homogeneous sandwiches with respect toL
 .T 9, and there is a 9 with respect to T 9 for which K 9 a 9 acts nontriangulably
on L.
Proof. We may assume that T is a rigid torus. Suppose a is Witt. We
 .  .  .have proved in Lemma 8.1 2 that K a s rad L a is abelian. Thus a is
not Witt.
We now follow verbatim the proof of the previous corollary, but substi-
 .tute ``n / 0'' by ``K 9 a acts nontriangulably on L'' and ``n9 / 0'' bya a
 .``K 9 a 9 acts nontriangulably on L.''
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